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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
Since the year 1665 when formal social work began^ there
have been records of some sort^ at firsts the name and address
with perhaps an oversimplified description of the problem and
what was done about it* These records, even in the beginning,
were known to be inadequate. Throughout the years there have
been pleas for better records and some method for evaluating
their contents. The social workers in the present day family
service agency thou^ not trained, necessarily, as psychiatric
case workers are cognizant of psychiatric implications and
carry much of their case load throu^ employment of many
psychiatric case work skills. These case workers have found
an increasing need for an adequate method for the evaluation
of their services using the psychiatric skills,
Ptoily Service Agencies as their specialized function
assist individuals singly or in family units in de-
veloping both the capacity and the opportunity to lead
personally satisfying and socially useful lives. • •
In the years following World War I there was marked
increased recognition of the problems and frustrations
of individuals and the fact that in addition to the
knowledge of the factors in the individual environment
which needed to be understood and scnuetimes corrected,
there was a great deal about the personality, motiva-
tions, and behavior of persons which must be studied
noxnomomti
d codit ^njogacJ Ti*iow fsJtcoa Xam'iOt aiidw ^^S1 «oai8
Vitfe'ib&js b«« ernAfi &dS ,^aa.tt ^i9 ^c^ioe aitjos 8Moua*i ao&d Qvad
lifiii arslooiq e.'f^ ^o aol^ql*i08 di) £)a.ili:.CqfljA8'f©vo oa Bqerf'iaq ffcfi#
,at£ri<TfiJ:s«d orf:^ al aove ,aMoo©‘i ©eoriT .stJt iuooB ©«o£> aa* c^atfst
dVBrf anacf^ orfd* ^iiorfswo»rrfT . airnyuehox/t ©cf o.t Jiwoa^f ©Tcew
‘xo'i borljacET ©laos txjB eJ>novBi "j&SSad tot SBPlq aoad
ctcacfe^sq ©rf? njt «'i©>f‘iow Iistcos ©r!T .aJasc^rsoo
^‘I'xd'aJtffiDTfaq 3B ^^Xf’SAsasooa ©oXv^ae
bfffi «rroXq&oiIqL«l oltdBJtdox^^ ^neshcrgoo a*iB ci'5^*iow ©afio
’jaani tc ^a©nr7D.rqmo d^acidd Jbaol saco Ic rloya ^Tt'ija©
V'aol a-rnri Tr^vifTov, asao o^oriT .aXXljio 2i<iow aaao jsXriw^Kq
6jrf^ *toli bodd^tr. a.“f£)i»pe&B na *io'l f>&dx: iji?l3i:ia*ioal aa
.'jXXtjfc oX'i^aXrfo^aq odd f, .tax; ao5Xv*i©» iXarl^ lo
nold’ofii/l bftsilBXoeqa as aeXaaej^A oolvioe, •^XJtaiaf'J
-*t)i5 ftX eiX.-jx; ^XIdibI iit 'lo f-'IejJbivtJbni cisXaaia
ba&X Oo ^^iiurj»roqqo 6x1^ Lrra ©riq rf^ocf Brtlqol^r
. » ,i50/XX OCA eldan ^ilscio^moq
pcs'^'i.vn a^^vT I ftfiW bXioW ^tXwoXIoI ^tooz ttdd nl
acoidfi'sSofjx'l bfto e^noCdo^iq odd *io aoXs Jinaoe©*? i)&3af'*ioxiX
odd od noldlbbB nl dodS d-oal odd bcA aXmrMvtbrsl *10
drtotnao'xlvae X^»Mvfb;;i orf^ ni siocto^t »x!t o^i>eXwo/ri
,x)o,Jo>S't*xoo 's^j.xiJd's.jOB bna bocd n'zobnn ed od tiifboott dolriw
'-OYtdOttt ^xdll&^oa^oq odd duddo laob dn^'ig, a 8«w ©^©rfj
X)dXft«;?a od dBum doldw aaoB^t&c lo nclvedod herA ^unold
and understood. It was in this period that Social
Case Work began to draw upon the accumulating
knowledge in the field of psychiatry,^ Lowrey re-
ports the case load of all social agencies always
includes some psychiatric problems, from serious to
mild. It has been estimated that at least one
q\iarter of the cases of social failure present psy-
chiatric problems. This figure seems too small if
one Includes the less marked types of personality
deviation, which would not be classified as major
psychiatric problems,
2
As the literature is reviewed there are found a variable
and two constants. The variable is the changing method or
technique for the management of the client's problem and its
solution; the two constants are the need for more reliable
material in the records and for some method of evaluation of
the material.
Yet how is one to measure human conflict or categorize
responses to treatment? The task of translating indi-
vidual maladjustment and Its alleviations into cold
statistics is a difficult one, and the results extreme-
ly vulnerable to error,*
Nevertheless, it becomes Increasingly evident that both
public and private agencies have a responsibility for
developing techniques of measuring and reporting more
intelligibly to the contributor and the taxpayer,^
The static, unclassified list of "problems presented"
annually tabulated by most agencies has shown little
1 Earl N, Parker, Social Work Year Book , 1947, p. 176,
2 Lawson G, Lowrey, M,D,, Psychiatry for Social
Workers
, p, 5,
3 Lillian J, Johnson and Joseph H, Reid, "Hope for
Three Out of Four," Survey Midmonthly, Vol, LXXXIII, #10,
p, 271, Oct. 1947.
4 Ibid.
bol'toq Bi:dS at sBw . ';oo^t3‘io!>Rir baa
^ a/f^ aoqa wanb xiB^ed ^^so9l eajuO
^a'lwoj ^ 1o bZolJ edJ nl djjJbalwoinf
Q&toa^s^ lattiOB IIjS lo .baoX asaa ©rf^ Si^'ioq
o*t ajLio^'saa aoa'X ^ftmoXdoaq oi'S^a^rfc'^aq ©aioa aabnloal
Of^o ^3031 era ^afi;t Jb&uijcit ;ts© ae&cf ead :M .fellm
:t£L 2 eri*iq d'ti/Xiel X«Xoo« lo B&eao oxfS Ic 'Sdcf'i/y/p
it Ilar^'S ooJ ainaae aXrfl’ . BraaXdo^iq oJt*x^AXf5o
:;:tXX«iiOR-i6q ^o aaq^^ i»6:>i*iajn 88©I orii’ aebwlonl ©no
nof^ara aa ftaXltaGaio ©cf d^on bXifOw doirlv ^iTotdatv&l)
^
, axnaXdO'iq dX’xiaXdo^aq
aXcrel-xov a bacsot a'la ©'x©rf;f Jbs’.#©ivd'i el o'xjjd b'i©cMI adid aA
boditeoi snlsaarfo ©d^ »1 aXdal'iav exfi .ad^nadsneo o?fd fiaa
Jbaa nsido'xq a’daelXo add lo dnanitiaBnaai add •xol axipifldosd
sXdfiiXe^ aiocr lOl Ixaaa odd ©tb odnadaxtoo owd edd t/roldidXoa
lo ncldawXave lo t>odd©oi ©moa rrol bns ab'iooa'i ©rfd at Xst^x^fam
.Xal'xadiiin ©Add
©^iioaadBo *10 doXXlnoo xsBxjtirri o"ix/caear od ©no ai .‘Od day
-tbal: j^aldaXana'id lo a^ajed ©rfT tdaoradBa-xd od ©©axsoqaa'x
filoo odnX efloXdfllvoIi./* adi iscB da©iadaifi.i)«ljjdr XaxibXv
-©weredr.© Bdljja©'t ©rfd ba© ,a«o d^i/oXlllb a eX eoXduidade
^,'io't'i© od ©IdB'xenXxjv
rfdod dflrfd doebtv© yXsnlaa^'xoai aomooerf dX »»i#»Xorfdi©7eW
10I jdXIXdXsxroqae's a ©varl s&.t ua&s^ ^t&vtuq baa ctldirq
©ioka }^l.iaoqfn bti& lo a©up fado sc! ^TlqdXavsb
^.'XO'^aq^cGd ©rfd bxiir aodj^icft^rdnoo edd od 'jXdXp.iXXedai
"badaeasaq SMoXdoaq" lo daXI bsXlisc/jIooi/ ^oldstda arfl
©Xddil nworfs aisrf asiorts^B daoai LadBli/di^ yXXjfsj^iAaa
,9VX .q tVl^QX > 3foog «:bsY 3(*iq^' Xjst ooe i*ia3 X
XbXooS 5QI v:’xdB trfoyaf ^’^©^wo.I .0 riOB^Bl S
.d
.q -aTi©:!i*s:oW
aol ©qoH” ,Wdfi H riqseoTi bne aoBado^^ *1, aiillXiJ 5
^0X% ttIIX;:XJ .XoV
,
-^X.rfdno:rJbXM \QvajjE. ^ lo diiO ooirfT
.Vi.«r .doO tX?S .q
,bldl >
mox*e than that our families do come to us with almost
every conceivable symptom of hxanan difficulty. It Is
fair to say that this statistical reflection of human
Ills almost never has been used to "sharpen up" case
work supervision and practice or to help evalxiate the
success of treatment,®
In December 1946 (was appointed) a subcommittee of
the F.S.A.A. Committee of Statistics "to determine
the kinds of Information about problems presented by
clients and services given by agencies, which is
needed for Internal agency use and Interpretation of
program, and to consider the methods by which this
can best be obtained". . • This group reviewed agency
experience with Statistical Card lA and with similar
forms issued locally, and evolved a series of modifi-
cations of this form which were tried out In agencies
represented on the Subcommittee, and In the summer of
1947 Issued a tentative card for experimental use by
selected agencies. On the basis of this experimenta-
tion, further changes were made and Form 1 adopted by
F.S.A.A. with revisions suggested by the Committee on
Statistics, was ready for use beginning Janxiary 1,
1948.®
The subccmmlttee gave serious thougiht to the desira-
bility of further study and experimentation, but,
realizing that It was Impossible to evolve an Ideal
form satisfactory to all agencies, decided that the
new card represented sufficient projpess to justify
Its adoption without further delay.
'
The principal purpose of the revised statistical card
Is to provide agencies with statistical Information
5 A, A. Heckman, "Forging New Tools," S\irvey Mld-
monthly, Vol. LXXXIII, #10, p. 267, Oct. 1947.
6 Family Service Association of America, Handbook on
Statistical Card, Form 1, 1947, p, 2.
7 "A New P.S.A.A. Statistical Card," Highlights ,
Vol. VIII, #10, p, 157, December, 1947.
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si rfnXrfy ,a©ioaas^ nsvlji aDoXviai; i>*i« sia&tio
1o Kold&don.q'iodal btiB oeis iBn^^drtl ^ot .oebodit
airfjf f?oXrfw siboddait' ©r'^ 'lobtaooo ol t»K.ti'iso‘iq
b&#o.tv©^ qji/otr^ eXcTT . . , ’'btin.to^dc ©d iead n«o
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eeXoffd^B ffi dwo boZ'td o'tov ;?XrfJ’ lo sitoldBo
to 'lOdtasra fMid at baa ^eo:>dlmnoods/^ od- ko bc^J’i'isae'tqa'i
Tjd XAdrioniX'Xoqxo not tn^o v/ttfiiSa&d e bourn! V>GX
-nda&mt'ioqxe esldd to etaod odd aO ^ xoioao^na .bawtooXa©
•^d bodqobu X ©b^oi orc&w Be^n.ado noridnx/t ^aotl
no a©.ttAin;3oO odd \;d bodao^gsre aaoialva'j rfdiw
*X g^ttinnXged ©ai; 'rot ^eotXjfcXdfi«t^-
^.3^91
~B*il9ob ©dd” od ^£%yodi ajroX'iaa ©VBg ©©dJ’Xcarjoodt»a ©ffX
^.tifd .noX^eXadinlrtoqxa bnu tbodo n&ddTUst Ic ^ilXid
Xj36bX ao sviova od oXdlanoqjtit env d! d^dd arfisilBd'i
ndd dsdd bebtdab ,e&*Dr:Mjjj& CCA od x*^Oi/oata.tdnii rrrtnt
Xtld^vl od •laet^O'-rq ddftbttti/e b&dnoQonqon b'^oo "tf^a
^,Y.^lOb noddnsjt .tcrcd^Xw noldqobo aXX
v.??© l!yt>ty‘'5ldf»dd bo^lvsrt edd to aaoq*uqq XBqtoa.inq cffl*
noX:?.a/-ri'*'tnl X^joid ai;tBdR /IdX»<.' sotouHn^B obivcnq od ti
-bin ^©vaf/8 "jSXooT wfeU anl,3'ro‘5’^ ^nanrsaoK ,A 8
,ioO ^vas
.q ,0£% jIIXXXXJ .XoV .xJ^ddaofz
i
^bodbcTBr ^ootnomA. to aoX^tr; fooaaA eotvieP. ^XXaiti S
"
.2
.q *7^91 rmo^ ,btBO IjaotdaXda^a
< adr!aXXri::sXd ”,b‘rBO XsoidailftdB •a.A.E,'? wall .\“ V
,7^QX ^'i©dT?©oou ^V8X
.q ^')1^ ^IXI? .loV
about the nature of the problems in relation to which
case work is given and a measure of the effectiveness
of the service.®
The face carries the minimum social data considered
essential by the subcommittee.^
The reverse side of the card includes three types of
information. TITe first section provides for checking
against a limited number of general groupings of the
problems in the case to which individual consideration
is given by the case worker
.
This does not
,
therefore
,
iFow all of the possible social and psychological
problems found in a family or a person, but only those
to which case work consideration is given ...
Case work is defined as individualized consideration
or treatment of a problem by a case worker. Since
only those problems are checked to which case work
consideration is given, this will reflect case work
service in relation to the problems noted and not
merely incidence of presenting problems. A separate
section for checking services is therefore not in-
cluded on this card. The second section on the back
of the card calls for a, listing of specific lacks or
inadequacies in commxmlty resources which Interfered
with service. This section is not entirely in accord
with the purpose of the card, and is Included some-
what experimentally. The final section provides for
an evaluation at closing of whether or not the case
work service enabled the family or 1^1vidua 1 to
ban?le bbls**"situabTo^n betbert^P
The very general nature of the terms of evaluation
reflect the need for a more precise method of measur-
ing case work results . . .11
The significant part of the Form 1 evaluation method is
the shift toward the real concept of case work service as it
8 P.S.A.A. Handbook , op . cit .. p. 1.
9 Highlights , op . cit .. p. 157.
10 This underline by author.
11 F.S.A.A. Handbook , op . cit .. pp. 3-4.
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.Xtc ^7lGCdhVl^-
. roTi?'c \{J entf-TOJ/UL*' aXfTT 01
is used today. The Intent is that all problems checked re-
quire case work service and by implication these services are
"concerned with the social adjustment of individuals in
problem situations, "^2 or that the persons of a family are
receiving treatment rather than their problems.
The Weymouth Family Service Society from which the case
material for this study is drawn, is one of the family
agencies presently using the older card lA, and it finds the
method of checking problems presented and services rendered
satisfactory for interpretations of the services used in
solution of clients* problems. The principal objection which
it has to card lA is its evaluation method. Notwithstanding
this more obvious disadvantage in the use of the lA card, the
agency desires to continue its use, mainly because it offers
a detailed breakdown of problems and services which has value
for Interpretation in a small community. Since this agency
is typical of many family service societies in the smaller
towns throu^out New England, it was believed that a study of
the lA cards as a method of evaluation of the services given
would be valuable.
While it Is recognized that Family Service Association
of America lA statistical cards are meant for use in gather-
ing material for interpretative purposes, the question is
12 Josephine Strode, Social Skills in Case Work
-d’t Jbo^foorfo eiflfsXdoiq IXb bX dno^nl oxiT /^abod boaw rX
die sooivi^e saedd aoi^sotlqml baB aolv'z&e iiovr ie&o diliip
nX alsfjbtvlbat to dnsm^ai/tbs laiooe &d^ li^tv Jbsaiooaoo"
ai6 ^IxfiTjelt .1 lo anoBiaq t)rf.t 4 adcf i0 ,anoi.tint'd l a rroldoiq
.aa^eTcfOiq ilerft ni^dt laddBi dneiata^»it ;5nlvl«o©i
seao erft doirf'? moil '^taXeoS ^olmaS fituomyjeVi ©((T
^rimol arft to sao ai. ^^awB’ib et xbu^is, elrCt iol Xsi*iataxH
odd nbrrlTL tl Ivna ^A£ bieo iabXo add aoXonagB
ba"ft5nei aeolviae biii badnaeaiq ameXc'aiq snijCooiIo to Jborfdom
ill besif p.!i^aliriao add to a/iojrdad*?'^ iiadai io^ 8
rfolrfw xioido©f.do X*qlnnliq ©d? . at.-reXdO’Eq 'aJ^rsailo 1c itolSuloe
3cli)a;3d8ddXvFdO!^. .^oddom noXdsjjXav© adl el AI Xubo od aad di
©dt AI oifd lo ©fii'. erfd ni ©3J3d.iovI>BaX& ex/olvdc ©locr; eldd
Biolto tX RBw&o?»cf ijlrslaai edl ©t/flJtdrroo od aet^oai) 1^01630
osjZbv a'Brf rfoX I»r aooiyioe baa omeXdoiq Tto xi'.voi>dBf^id bsll.jdab b
•^offosp aXffd ©oiiici »-^d-tm.fP*moo Xlame b il noXdBdaiqiedaX 10I
loXInma arid ti ealdaiooe ©alvioa '^^XXmxj't ^ctam lo XaoXqv'd *1
lo ^brrtB o dsdd b©v©iXija dl .baBXj^E *7eff dic-vs:'oiild eawod
novlg 'iCoXvioe fjrit lo f/oldBjrlrvt;' Ic bodJhsn n a* bLibo AX add
. >IX:3trCBV f'd bXi/ow
I
noidBjoociBJi ©oXvio?: dadd Jb^^xlngooei ?.l dX ©Xiiils!
-itjHdeg ai &ajj 10I tnaeia eiB afijar iBoideitBde AX Bciioc*A lo
fii eoideeirp ©rid ^eseoqiag ovidBd oiqiadnl icl XBiie>dBm gai
.^loW ©J5i^ III f.X i;i:^8 Xeioog. ^obcidii sifjiriqasou &£
raised if they may not also be a useful method for the evalua-
tion of case work services. This study is undertaken to study
the use of the F,S,A,A, lA cards as a method of evaluation of
the "services rendered" by a family agency in the solutions
of the "problems presented" with special emphasis upon those
services which involve the use of psychiatric case work
skills.
It is proposed to examine the problems presented and the
services rendered in their solution as indicated upon the
back of one h\indred and two P.S.S.A, lA statistical cards
which represent the total case load of a suburban and semi-
rural town of 30,000 people. This is a family agency staffed
by one case worker who is both case worker and executive.
And by the use of case materials to study how these services
vary from the purely manipulative process of, for example,
granting funds for an emergency rental payment Indicated upon
the card under services as A4, Financial assistance met
directly by the agency ; to the more complex process involving
psychiatric skills of E24, Helping the client to recogni ze the
need for treatment . It Is then proposed to study the case work
material and to inquire if these services may be adequately
evaluated by the present method used on the F.S.A.A, lA cards.
This study is made in an effort to answer the questions:
1. Is the lA statistical card method of evaluation of
case work service adequate? If not —
-.Gi/I;3ive QiiS *3:01 Ij/lsew b ucf obXjs ion 11 beatai
Xbif.fa Oo si slrlT .s©olv*xo8 ilnow bbbo to nott
to noitB:i£BVo to horltem b sb aMso AX ,A.A.S.\ erft to e»:x/ orii
Sifolirloa Oiid' nl ® soolv-nces*’
ixoqjj slficriqflfto Isloeqa r'i’lw /’ijoctneed^q eiiordo'iq” sdl lo
. :{*xov: ©BSD ol’XJclr'jy^&q lo 9GS/ erirf ©viovfil rf'^irfa; saolvioB
*i»I£l3fo
erfi" 5fl« £>t;ir?o3e'iq acialdo^fq 8J{1 ©rilisaxe ot Jbaaoqo'iq e.t i'l
©fii? xiooL/ iieiftoliix:! nol^nloa nl bo^oLao'r seolv^ag
BtiRo X«oliali<^:t8 AX .A.S.S,'^ owi* £)na £)6'ri:fufrf ano to ^0B<f
“tiQt^e Jbica ned'UJCfna b lo ^JBOX aeno i'noaa*rq<« doirfw
ijotiaa® a nl e.tJiT .olqoeq 000,0?; *lo o.woi iBfTLfi
.ovfit’oaxo baa leif'xow ©rso rfiocf el on'vr 'resi'xow eafeo ano ^cf
Boolv'xoM saarfd wccf od oXfil^oiBOi ©aao lo obu ©rid
^©Xq'sex^ '•col Be©oo*xq ©vldsXi/rlnoo oti^ H»o*i*i ^'xbv
Koqsj beSBOlbiit dneirr^i.'- Xadn&'X ^ontig-xonie aB 'icl sboi/l snldns^ra
riem f-.g'g iBlongnl*^ ,>A a© 06o1vi9B 'coban Mao ©rid
jirivXcvfi t asDOO»xq NT BlqpuOs ©'loai ©rid od t^ogoa© ^ri •^^Idoenlt)
^'iv’ lci^iooe't dn5>XXo siXIlJltt olidalrioitaq
2f«20 ft ©eao orid od beooqo'iq nerid el dl . dn-.^rndaoid ^o1 beant
^XedBJUpeiJa ©ri r.©clv"i<&s oaorid 11 o'iljjjxcl od bna XaXrc&dBic
^abrcjeo Al orid *jn froffd^^^ dnasti'iq 8rfd ^cf bodei/XfiV©
sanotdr.ox/p erid 'lawcixia od d*xo'i-© ns xil ©iaatfi aX \;Xufda clriT
lo goldA3i/Xj6V9 'xo borideia jb'xao AX ©rid eX ,X
— don 11 iGdJwjpe*b« ©olvfoe >i'xow ©eeo
2, Can u method of evaluation be devised, to be used
with lA cards, which will adequately indicate a service
rendered in relation to the client’s problem; and to what
degree this service is successful.
Some discussion will be made of the various methods of
evaluation which have been used, and In conclusion some
suggestions will be made relating to an acceptable method of
evalTiatlon for the use in the Small Family Service Society.
0-^ C-i.' “V—
jb&ejj ed od cid aolJsulMVQ to boddem a naO .S
6olv*i&e s QdBolbat ei ojjp€>x) s XIi:w ifoirfw aX rf^Xw
itBriw od baa ;iQ@idO'iq e*d’ii6iXo erf^ aoXct^'Xe'i xri i)9iobfl&*i
^liJtvte.&oovB eX a^Xvtee eltid os^ij&eJb
Jo eborftosi vU/oX-uev to obB£Z ed XXXw noieauoeXf) eaioE
oicop irolsulofioo al tna ,&eay ceod ©vBrf ricjiriw nuiX >2i^X«ve
lo bod.^etr. oldaSqeooa an od’ sflidale*! od XXlw enoictee^gwa
.X'^otood ©oXvrreS \iXnt0^ IlamB ofic? hX oexr ©rfd -lol nold^At/Xcv©
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STATISTIC AL CARO
(Bock of Cord)
CASE WORK PROBLEMS PRESENTED AND SERVICES RENDERED
During Present Fiscal Year
(Since lost opening for intake during present fiscal year)
PROBLEMS SERVICES
(Check lor loEsily or datignoto member ol lomily by number) (Check lor lomily or designate member ol lomily by number).
8
9
ECONOMIC:
Lock ol knowledge ol available resources
Problems ol linanc.al planning and home management caused
by lower standa.'os or m.arginal income
Problems ol linancial plan.ung and home management (Com-
plicated by in'.e.lectual or emotional diiliculty
rmanc.al need due to lack ol support Irom members ol lomily
Resictc.nce to us.ng available resources
Pinancial need which must be met ll case work treatment U
to be elloctive
rinanctal need not met by public agency allecting plan lor
adjustment
B. EMPLOYMENT:
10. Persons with good work history and prospects lor work need-
ing cai.e work service
11. Persons needing vocational counseling or training
12. Personality lactors allecting employability
13. Persons attempting to adjust to job requiring change in
employment status
M Unemployment ol head ol lamily allecting lomily relationships
15. Unemployed persons beyond the current Industrial age level
— 17
ECONOMIC: Services In relation to
I Helping the client make use ol economic resources In the
community
2. Helping the client make use ol his own economic resources
—
— 3 Personality lactors allecting management ol income
4 Financial assistance mot directly by the agency
EMPLOYMENT: Services in relation to
Helping the client make use ol opporturuties
Training, counseling and preparation lor employment
Personality lactors inlluencing employment
Helping the client understand and accept industrial situations
FAMILY RITLATIOHCHIPS: Services in relation to
13.
14
IS
16
17.
13
19.
Helping the client make use ol resources lor easing the
situation
Helping the lomily work out adjustments ol lirlttg arranaenienta
Trairung and development ol children
Personality lactors inlluencing lomily conflicts
Legal procedures allecting lomily or personal conflicts
C.
18.
13.
21 .
22.
23
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
23
lfis> E Phrs
el tesi
—
30.
—
3Z
— 33.
— 34.
—
- 38
r.
39
40.
-
- 41.
42
43
44
4 3.
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Dilliculties in relationship between husband and wile
Dilliculties in relationship between parent and child
Dilliculties in relatioruhip between substitute parent and child
Dilliculties in relationships among children in the lamily
Problems related to pregnancy
Absence ol parent or substitute parent
Separation irom lamily or relatives
Diiliculty in relationship to other relatives
Irregularities In legal status causing tears or conflicts
Actual or potential antl-social behavior allecting lamily Iile
HEALTH:
Ignorance ol disease and Its Implications
Illness allecting capacity lor social and industrial adjustment
Acute or chronic Illness creating changes In the lamily
structure
Acute or chronic illness resulting In removal Irom the lomily
group
Need lor readjustment lollowlng Institutional care
Acute or chronic illness or physical Incapacity aroustng lears
or conllicts in the Individual or others In the lamily
Resistance to using resources lor treatment
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL:
School problem involving lamily situation
Inability to lind or use educational or recreational lacllittes
Ignorance ol or non acceptance ol established cultural patterns
Changes ol residence allecting lamily adjustment
Problems In relation to housing allecting lomily tile
kleotsi Phrslcsl
20 .
21
24
26
HEALTH: Services in relalion lo
Helping the client understand the lacts and implications ol
the illness
Helping the client use resources available lor treatment
Helping the client work out adjustment ol living arrangements
Personality lactors influenced by illness
Helping the client recognize the need lor treatment
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL; Services in relarion to
27 Helping client use resources within commuiuty lor cor.-ecting
situation
28 Interpretation ol cultural standards
—
— 29. Protecting the interest ol children lo relieve acute distress
— 30. Protecting the interest ol children in non-voluntary relerrals
EVALUATION AT CLOSING
Problem modilied Irom agency standpoint
Problem modilied Irom client's standpoint
Problem unmodilted because ol limitation ol
case work resources within the agency
Problem urunodthed because ol limitation in
community resources
Problem unmodllied because ol limitation in
client s capacity
Letters A. B. C, etc
,
reler to general closslflcations ol problems.
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CHAPTER II
P.S.A.A. STATISTICAL CARD lA
HISTORY
The importance of statiatlcs has been recognized for
years In the development of family welfare work. In
1915 a Commission of Statistics was formed by the
Family Welfare Association of America, two reports
were published in 1915 and 1910. In 1926, a few
months after the Department of Statistics of the
Russell Sage Foundation began its collection and
monthly study of the monthly figures of the family
agencies, the Association's present Commission on
Statistic Interpretation was organized and has been
functioning ever since.
Assistance in the development of the report forms used
by the two agenolesl3 with definitions and instruc-
tions which accompany them, has been the P.W.A.A.
Commission's chief concern since its inception.
These earlier statistics were chiefly interested in the
number of families who applied to an agency; whore they lived
and in what kind of a domicile; the ages of the wife, husband,
and the number of children and their ages; what did the
husband do to support his family and how much did he earn.
The various reasons a family applied to an agency were listed
in various ways — and the agency was curious what their
13 Dept, of Statistics of Russell Sage Foundation and
Commission on Registration of Social Statistics whose work
was later taken over by the United States Children's Bureau.
14 Helen I. Fisk, Statistical Recording and Reporting
in Family Welfare Agencies , New YorkJ 1^45.
II HST‘UKO
AX CIHAO JA0ITEITAT8
XHO'i'EIH
*iol ne»cf serf lo oonfl^^^oqsal drfT
rrl .jf-iow Q«i.«1tlewf lo iJfteitiqoIav©!) eriS at an©©^
ofii fceiT'io^ saw lo flo.taelrujtsoO m 61GI
etficqeac ow,-t %c xioti^MtoozBA eTLa^XeW •v:Iinus?5
wel 8 nX ,SXG/ bna CX6I al J&arfdJtXtfwq ©*rAV
6ff^ lo ae2d?.X;tai8 ‘lo ^ft&jncf'fBqoC eff;> i^Jta Bff;lfiOB:
fc£!8 ncXio®XIoo a;tl nasod fioX;ffifc>aifo'? ©3)88 IleeairH
6f<c^ ^0 ae*msl^ xLri^iiiota (>rli 8 ^Xay^nom
rto rtoieeljTiflfoO d'neca'iq e ’noiiBiooeeA ©rf^ ^eeXonea©
need eari boa Jbe.tlnas'to acv? no}ieSe>nq:r^sinl
.eonXa «ieve srilnolitafiijl
beau 8<Lnol ^noadi i;rf:f ^nemcibleveb etf^ al eona^BlaBA
-OJJM.^^R^rX Jbns .^rioX.'tlalldJb d^lw owX ©rf^
. eif.t rroed and ^uie/fJ ^eqatcooB doldm EfloXX
.nroicfqsoul e^X ©oriXa n'leonoo IftXrln a ’fioXeaX/noioO
Qdd ctl Jbsy^BerreXnX ©near eoXJBXXarfQ idXI'ta© ee©jrfT
f>6vXI ^orfJ- feieriw i^iOCiQ:Qs as od belLqqe oriw q©XXXi£:b1 lo T-etfattifl
^baedTsud ,6tlw ©rfX lo oa^i: orf^ ;©XloXmo£ « lo boXjf dBsiw ni bae
ed^ bib dBdv jeegs iXerrx ban ao'ihlXdo lo iddauc ebd bae
.ins© erf fjXfi rfoirra wori Xiaa TcXXcial aXrf iXioqqxJa o6 baedaad
bed all ©'tew as od" fcellqqa \'XXm8l » artoosoT: aiioXiav ©liT
nledd Xarfw axroi«3Cijro saw edd ban -- e'^aw auoXnsv ai
bam aoidabnuo'^ ©gaS XleasirH lo 8oX;tEX^Btf8 lo ,;dq©a £I
3i*iow oeorfw eol:fBi;ts;d8 XaXooS lo noX^aid’eXgafl no ncXBBit&izoO
,ije&*wB B*n&nX)XirfO B&dBdZ tedlaV edd *tQVO aeAed ledel saw
artX^*toqeg Jbaa gcXl^yoeH lB0X^B X^a;d8 .1 aoXeH Al
• dWJt V,A ,A«5«'^ \6©Xofl©gA ©rtalXeW yXIolo^ nl
workers did about it* Some statistics were kept of the types
of service given in "how many interviews,” These early
Statistics were an administrative effort to keep track of the
agency activities. As such they served their purpose, but as
the techniques of social workers changed, much complaint was
made and published* There was a thorough-going desire for a
more descriptive type of social case work statistics,
principally designed to measure the success or failure of the
practice of newer case work skills* In April 1923, Porter E,
Lee read a paper before the Connecticut State Conference of
Social Workers, This was a summing up of the thinking up to
that time, and was in part as follows:
, , , that part of the (case work) process directed
toward the re-establishment of a client as a self-
maintaining person , , , is the most important fac-
tor in Social Case Work, , ,
Treatment presupposes an adequate investigation, a
diagnosis, and a plan. After these preliminaries
have been accomplished , . , it will be helpful to
consider some of the factors which impose a limita-
tion upon successful treatment, there is the
1* Element of time: (in which he discusses the
overworked agencies and the lack of capable case
workers )
,
2, The facilities with which we have to work --
Include the entire range of community resources -
including the general public understanding of social
case work, which to a certain extent determines the
standards of work permitted in the coiamiinlty.
3, The degree of responsiveness shown by clients,
4, The status of scientific knowledge of human
personality, of our social environment, and of their
snioa .cfi J'jjod® fc±b 8*i©>(^ow
Xl*i«o ©neHT .awotv^oiJnl ypam v»orf* fli nevJtg ooiviee to
ed^ to >(o>nLi qa©>r od- dioll© tnliahi? an O'iww aoi^el;tn^E
e« 3ijd ,aEoq'ti;q 'fisriu feevrfsa rfoire b-A . esidivl^toa ^ones®
eew ^fli/3lqinoo ffojLfai 8r£d>l'iow IjbIoob lo Bojjptcrioe^ ori^
fi ‘iol eilsaJb gnlog“£f3jjo*xorf^ fl usw a'lsxfT .I:orf«i:X<fiLrq l>fjB ofejem
I
^aoicfeXJfiOG sf^iow TsIooh to ©vli^qi'it>e©£> t-iom
tc e'l/riJtfit ^o Bef>ooPB ©/id ©'ix/s-ssra od £>ofrglE©Si ^XXoqioftlTq
,S lodtol Xt^iqA nl .oXXX^fe i(*iow eai^o Ttewren to ooXdoaiq
to oonoic^txroO edadB dx/oidoonnoO. ©rfd oiotecf *raqsxi « Jt>/>«^'s o©J
cd qp gnliliildJ orfd to qx; gnlinmt/a a eaw eX/if .eip^ncoW XoXooS
zewoXXot a« d'raq nX brw baa ^«aild disrid
f?edoo‘Tib eaooonrq (a£»iow ©aao} ©fid to dtaq darid . , *
•ties A B& dfieXIo e to djrfQfcrfBlXcffide©-©*^ ©rid jb^xastod
-OBt d/f »?d‘io<Trax daoa ©rid bX , , . rroatoq ^ntalrJaiiRm
. .
.liioW ©8fi0 XalDOS xxX o:od
n ,noXdo£id8©VffX ediy/paX>B na soaoqqtfce^q dnewdee^iT
BeX'tafTlcrXXenq ©esiid nedtA .rraXq a bna ^aXcongfill)
od Xx/tqlsri ©d IIXw dX . . . b&riaXXqcwooo need ©vari
• iidXaiH a eaoqicl riolriw c'xodoet ©rivt to ©rnoe »i©jbXaflO 0
©rid sX ©torfd ^dAendae'rd Ixrt?B©oot‘C aoqxj noXd
crid B©oox;o»Xlb eri rfoXrfw oX) te'sld to duetncfa .X
o 3 fic eXdaqao to ©rid I-as 'AXoroga b©>J*i<f?#*r©vo
i
. ( e*fei(*iciff
-- ^'lor od evari ©w rfoXriw rfdXw aeldiXX oat eriT .S
- aeo^ii/ooa*! T{;dXfTUfranco to ogr-a'i ©Tcidn© orfd ©ZujIonX
XeXoos to ^IbixACfaiQbaa olIduq lB*iea9s ©rid gnXtwIonX
©rid eeoXKi'redelD dAedx© AXfidrfoo a od rioXrfw oiao
.'^dXAt^?fpi<oo ©rid flX b©ddXan©q Ji-iow to abiaboj^da
.adneilo atfrods eBenavXanoqe©*! to e©*ige£> ©riT ,6
cAscuil to ©gboXwofnJ oltldu&Xoe to sad ad a ©riT *A
•liorid to bxra ^dcoiraoncXvA© XaXoce tcx/o to ^Y^XXanoe'ioq
interplay
5* The equipment of case workers themselyes*
Social treatment will be no better than the concep-
tion of its possibilities held by those who practice
it. 15
The case worker of today, aware of psychiatric Implica-
tions, may up to this point in Lee's article find the words
familiar — the somewhat unfamiliar phrasing may cause him to
look to a date. It Is not until he reads on to the listing
and descriptions of the problems brou^t to a family agency
and the services rendered that an older concept of social
case work Is recognized. The services rendered are listed in
groups according to their "executive aspect of social treat-
ment" or "the leadership aspect." "All the discussion Is In
the direction of a totally different kind of analysis of so-
cial treatment than we have been accustomed to make. "^5 And
then Lee, In order to clarify the meaning of executive aspect
and leadership aspect, goes on to explain:
(The Executive aspect) consists chiefly In a greater
alertness on the part of the social case worker to
the needs and to the facilities offered by the com-
munity, It will be promoted throu^ a somewhat
better organization of the time and the effort of
the case workers as they are. It will also clearly
Improve as community facilities for treatment Improve,
(The Leadership aspect) depends upon a more profound
understanding of hianan relationships than we now
15 Porter E. Lee, A Study of Social Treatment, The
Family
,
Vol, IV, #8, p, 191, December, 1923.
16 Ibid.
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-q©onoo ©rfc^ oa ©d XIlw cfoem^sttri^ XfiicoS
©dl^s^'.iq odw &©ox{;^ JbXed eeXXiXldieBoq a:tX Ito
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c^ aXf? enuBO 5ial)P.®*xdq teXXXmn’laij J'firir’titaor edt
gnicfsll orfd cd" no erf Xl^nn ^on el ;tT ,edo£> n ocf ilooX
j
I
Y0ti 8£3 ijliffifil s od’ dffeno-id emoXdo*iq ©rf;d efioXdqX»ioeet> bna j
Igloos ^o iJqoofioo TdJblo na Jbe^ietneri seoXviee arfi baa i
I
nX lidd^lX erra Jbe*xoX)n©*i eeolv^ea erfT .besXnsooo*! sX ^*iOvj osbs
j
-d’fionrd^ Xaiooe ^.o di^eqa© ©vidnoexs” 'fiend od ^nib'ioooa oqnoia
, j
ni al noiaaxroeib orfd IXA" ’’.doeqae qiria'sebaeX odd” fo *’dnom
I
'
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have* It consists primarily in bringing to bear upon
problems or other personalities, the resources of
sympathy and understanding directed toward some
definite end. Concretely the problem takes the form
of changing attitudes and winning confidence,
developing a greater degree of r esponslveness, or
releasing the client *s own power.
With all of these problems case workers have achieved
outstanding success. What we lack is an analysis of
that success in terms of the thinking, the ingenuity,
and the resourcefulness which lie behind it, an
analysis comparable to the analysis of the steps in
investigation, the r e sources and the procedure that
make ud the content of treatment on the Executive
side.l^
A few months later Linton B. Swift speaks of the statis-
tics which it has been the habit of family welfeuce agencies
to gather and report. He is a little more than critical of
their inadequacies for use in evaltiatlng service and in
ending he speaks of some statistics recently reported upon:
Among other activities, I believe we should be sur-
prised and gratified to note that only six societies
maintain wood-yards; only six have lodges for the
homeless cind only five have old clothing departments
-- Verily the times do move.l®
There were many conferences held and many articles
written discussing the need for newer statistics on problems
and services which would be commonly used to indicate and
evaluate the changing techniques. There was little agreement
on either techniques or the listing of problems and services.
17 Ibid .
18 Linton B. Swift, "Our Statistical Message", The
Family, Vol. IV, #5, p. 131, July, 1923.
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The thoroughgoing concern was not for the listing of problems
and services in themselves, but for a method of evaluating
agency activities as compared with other similar agencies,
Blackman in 1925 brings forth some definite criticisms of the
1915 statistical card.
The report for 1923 of the Sub-Committee on Evalua-
tion of the Committee on Case Work Processes of the
A.A.S.W, begins with a statement that they found a
startling scarcity of material on which to begin
their work, A sub-ooraraittee searched the library,
read annual reports and questioned individual
workers. Their conclusions were that so far, there
had been almost no attempt either by organizations
or by individual workers to evaluate the results of
Social Case Work,
Besides a variety of sources from which the evalua-
tion process may emanate - such as the community,
thefe.mily, and the case workers themselves - there
are various phases of the work toward which it may
be directed, i.e., technique of investigation,
analysis, diagnosis, and treatment; or the evalua-
tion may consist of actual results • . •
Evaluation of results implies evaluation by effec-
tiveness of treatment , • •
Most family agencies are undoubtedly familiar with
a method of checking problems and services on a
statistical card, devised in 1915 by American
Association for Organizing Family Social Work. It
is a further expansion and use of this system which
has served to demonstrate evaluative possibilities,
particularly in the field of executive treatment. . •
The back of the card contains a list of problems:
Lists of physical ailments, mental diseases, un-
employment and related problems, support orders,
juvenile court action seciired, removal to better
19 The Report of the Sub-Committee on Evaluation of
the Committee on Case Work Processes of the A.A.S.W., 1923.
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quarters. In this system, however, althou^ the lists
of problems and services seem to correspond, there Is
no means for actually correlating these problems and
services in the checking so that it could not be de-
termined, for example,whether a case of tuberculosis
had received physical care, or sanatoria! care.
Furthermore, the checking method did not provide any
means for indicating effort but incomple ted service.
Thus, though the method provided some means of evalu-
ating services (in that services were enumerated),
there was no means of evaluating service in relation
to problems, nor was there any way of estimating de-
grees of service , . .
She goes on to describe tt method devised to replace
the 1915 card and used with success in an agency.
This contains a method for correlating problems and
the service or kind of service used to solve it.
Thus a check (/) indicates completed service; a
cross (+), services initiated; a circle (o), service
offered but refused; a dash (-), care not given be-
cause of lack of community resources; another device
for care given in previous month ...
Leaderahip treatment (referring to Porter Lee*s
article of December, 1923) is one example of these
things in Social Service which it is difficult to
estimate qiiantltatlvely. Yet I am not willing to
admit that no way can be found for a tangible pro-
secution of this so far elusive and subtle phase of
case work which, in the final analysis, is its
essence.^
The P.W.A.A. statistical card 1 was drawn up by the
Committee on Statistical Interpretation of the
F.W.A.A. in 1928. It represents the best features
of the various cards used by family agencies throu^-
out the country at the time. 21
20 Elinor Blackman, "Some Tests for the Evaluation of
Case Work Methods," The Family, Vol. VI, #5, 1925.
21 Helen I. Fisk, op . cit .
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The card Itself has a familiar appearance to the workers
who have used F.S.A.A* card lA* There Is a similar arrange-
ment of spaces on the face. The reverse too has space for
"Problems Presented" and "Services Rendered," but there the
similarity ends. There are not the familiar sections for the
broad categories of "Unemployment," "Family Relationship" or
"Health;" rather there are under "Bnployment" seven kinds or
reasons for Unemployment, and balancing this there are listed
1-7 methods of solution ranging from "Finding a new employ-
ment" to "Retraining for a Job," In the next section is
given a list of twenty-odd diseases headed by tuberculosis,
and opposite are listed the various services, to indicate
"Physical treatment or sanatorlal care" to Burial arrange-
ments made,"
The third section contains problems 29 to 57, These are
varied in kind, including "Epilepsy," "Psychoses,"
"Alcoholism," "Widow with dependent children," "Orphan,"
"Poor housing," and, as 57, "Begging tendency," The "Ser-
vices rendered" run to "Care in hospital or custodial care" to
"Citizenship papers, 1st, 2nd." In the last section are
found: "Irregular school attendance," "Bad housing" and
"Nomadic family," The services in this section are in part:
"Removal to better quarters" or "Neighborhood," "Fresh air
camp or vacation" and "Convalescent care." Perhaps better
than all the literature written on the subject, from this
31
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list of problems and services we can get an understanding of
what was meant In 1928 by social case work. From It we get
a full realization of what Lee was speaking when he wrote
s
"The Executive aspect Is that which involves chiefly the
discovery of a particular resource and arranges for its
use.
Fisk goes on to say:
Some agencies have experimented with different lists
of problems and services and have attempted both to
group the problems in terms of deviation and to list
services which indicated some of the subjective
processes of case work treatment, such as "improved
relationships," "moral responsibility and honesty
developed," and so forth. 23
There is no mention of any type found on the card or in
the manual of the card*s use in evaluating the effectiveness
of services. When speaking of the frequency of checking,
spaces are available for "problems and services to be checked
monthly if desired." Fisk suggests that "if the card is used
as a means of measuring the case worker * s performance . " there
should be frequent checking.
Following the issuance of this card 1, there appeared in
the literature articles on the effectiveness of its use, as an
effective listing of problems and services, or the faxilts
which were found in its use. There was much discussion of the
rapidly changing concepts of social case work, which tended
22 Porter Lee, op . clt .
23 Helen Fisk, op . clt . , p. 104.
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to treat the person and his maladjustment rather than his
problems per se.
But It is the problems of the rapidly changing family
of today (1928) that are now demanding our thought
and attention, and it is the best method or methods
for studying these constructively that we must give
our earnest consideration. Such a study probably
owes its origin largely to relief-giving organizations
whose attention was early directed to abnormalities
in family situations which seemed to go hand in hand
with poverty and its attendant evils, and who gave
publicity to the problems through their conferences,
the press, lectures and literatxire, and thus aroused
public opinion and stimulated interest in family pro-
blems • • •
There is no family, no matter how well it is adjusted,
that does not have problems to solve. No two families
have exactly the same problem, nor can any two
families solve a similar problem exactly alike. All
depends upon the constituent parts of the family, the
individual members who compose it. Therefore, to
evaluate problems and solutions, and to work out cor-
relations and percentages would be of little value.
Holbrookes spoke of "The Relativity of Social Case Work
Measurement" in 1931, and in 1936 Eleanor Glueck stated:
Accomplishment must be measured with two considera-
tions in mind: (1) the capacity of the individual
to adjust, and (2) what society has a right to de-
mand as a minimum accomplishment from social work
in the general run of cases, 26
In January , 1940 , the P,W.A,A, Statistical Card lA was
issued. This was a revision of Card 1, 1928,
24 Katherine Jocker, "Methods of Research in Studying
the Family," The Family , #9, p, 80, May, 1928,
25 D, H, Holbrook, "The Relativity of Social Case
Work Measurements," Proc, Nat*l, Conf, Social Work, 58,
p, 520, 1931,
26 Eleanor Glueck, Evaluation Research in Social Work.
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The list of problems and services represented a
marked advance over previous listings, since they
were drawn up in terms of case work concepts,
rather than In terms of social pathology, A section
for evaluation of the case at closing was added, 27
The face presented the usual spaces for Items necessary
to the ’’bookkeeping” of the agency and needed, too. In many of
the Interpretative programs. The Handbook speaks of the need
of agency executive or administrator to know of the size and
make-up of the agency case load,
• . , in order that he may be alert to changing trends
or needs for newer service, and for reporting on the
services of the agency. The size of the case loads of
individual workers Is Important also in deciding upon
assignment of cases and In evaluating performanee, 28
Also recognized Is:
Progress In the developnent of case-work theory, and
Improvement on case-work practice and agency organ-
izations depend In part on analysis of individual
cases and study of individual agency program and
structure. They would be greatly facilitated by
statistical measures, relating the effectiveness of
service to the nature of the problems and to the
types of services offered. The Statistical Card
constitutes a beginning In this direction, 29
The Statistical Card lA is primarily an attempt to
provide a tool by which private case work agencies
may analyze the content of their case loads for the
purpose of Interpreting their work , , , It provides
data on problems presented, services rendered, and
the frequency with which problems are modified In the
course of case-work treatment. • • Insofar as the
27 Highlights , Vol, VIII, #1, p, 11, January, 1941,
28 Handbook on Statistical Recording and Reporting In
Family Service Agencies , F.S.A.aT, 1947
,
29
Ibid,
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use of the card requires analysis of individual case
problems and their treatment, it may assist the
worker to clarify and evaluate the service of the
agency to a particular client,^®
The success or failure Is evalxiated In terms of what
happened to the problems presented In their light of services
rendered.
The list of problems Is focused on the function of
the family agency, the sub-headings indicating the
particular reason or condition that brings the
category within the function of the agency. For
example, although unemployment is a problem to many
individuals, a private family agency accepting a
case in which there is unemployment is influenced
by the existence of other factors in the life or
attitude of the \memployed person indicating the
use for and possibility of case-work treatment . . .
The list is limited to those problems which are
approximately within the area of treatment by a
private family agency ... Space is provided
under each heading so that categories of particular
interest may be added by individual agencies . . .
This schedule of problems and services is a work
sheet ... intended for direct use only by
practicing case workers, in order that the data
checked may have as much validity as possible.
It is on this point that some concern can be raised. If
the worker follows instructions carefully and with under-
standing, there should be few failures to check adequately.
If, however, over the period of several months a trend of
certain problems appears, one might inquire into the reasons.
For example, during the year 1946 there were checked thirteen
times under "Services Rendered," "F30 , Protecting the
30 Ibid .
31 Ibid.
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Interests of Children In a non-voluntary referral . " In 1946
there was but one check. Inquiry Into the reason for the
drop In this problem was made; the answer was not obvious and
took some time to uncover. The reason was outside the
agency, and foxind In a change of a school superintendent.
Consideration must be taken of the personality of the
case worker who Is doing the checking. Though she may have
read and understood the "Handbook,” she may still make mis-
takes, since the worker may check problems of which she Is
conscious — althou^ she has not worked upon them — or has
not worked toward solving with Intention . The worker who Is
ambitious or who is unconsciously Insecure might check more
problems in a family situation than one who Is too modest and
who, though she sees things happen, can not give herself
credit for treatment resulting In modification of a problem.
No one questions « physician* s responsibility for
checking and Judging his patients* progress even
though his judgment may sometimes be in error. It
seems reasonable to assiane that professional case
workers can exercise this same responsibility.
The statistical card Is used for one fiscal year,
or if a case is transferred from one district to
another in a divided agency the same card is used.
-- Most agencies use a check ( /) to designate a
problem presented by, or a service rendered In
relation to, any member of the family or the
family as a whole. — Any number of problems or
Services can be checked for the same family. In
32 A. A. Heckman and others, "Forging New Tools,"
p. 267, Survey Mid-Monthly , Vol. LXXXIII, #10, Oct. 1947.
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other words, no attempt should be made to check only
the predominant problems or the chief service
rendered. Ordinarily, no service will be checked
unless a corresponding problem has been checked.
"Services in relation to" Includes the entire range
of methods and resources, whether within or without
the agency, which the case worker takes responsibility
for utilizing in order to obtain objectives of treat-
ment in the Individual case.^S
The evaluation at closing is checked when the case is
closed the first time during the fiscal year. If the
case is reopened and closed again during the same
year, the evaluation should be reviewed and addition-
al checks added, if appropriate. Previous checks
which no longer seem valid should be circled. The
arrangement in this section provides for correlation
between the group of problems presented (Sections a,
B, C, D, E and P; and the evaluation at closing
(Items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5), It does not provide for a
correlation between the specific problem in each
section and the evaluation at closing,
If, for example, there are problems checked in the
Economic Section (a), it should be decided by the
case worker whether in general the economic problems
have been modified or unmodified, — A decision must
be made by the case worker as to whether, on tVie
w^ole, there has or has not been modification of each
major problem, — This section on evaluation does not
attempt to offer objective criteria of evaluation.’^
33 Handbook, op . cit , , pp. 52-69.
34 Handbook , op . cit . , p. 61,
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF SELECTION OP STUDY CASES
During the year 1946 total of 102 families applied to
the Weymouth Family Service Society for assistance. Their
various problems were collected into groups which were
focused on the function of the agency. Table I will show how
these problems were distributed.
TABLE I
TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OP GROUP PROBLEMS
OF 102 FAMILIES WHO APPLIED TO W.P.S.S.
DURING 1946.
Group Number
A Economic Problems 61
B Employment 19
C Family Relationships 65
D Mental Health 21
B Physical Health 43
P Social Environment 21
Total 230
It will be seen from Table I that families seldcmi
present single problems -- only eighteen of the 102 families
did so; three of these eighteen are included in the Study
Group. Since the families with problems in the economic
group comprised so large a part of the total load and since
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these same families made up a large part of the "Family
Relationships" group, it was felt justifiable to take study
cases from this group.
Table II will show the make-up of problems of the 61
families with economic problems.
Table ii
TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OP GROUP PROBLEMS OP
61 FAMILIES OF THE ECONOMIC GROUP
Group Number
A Economic Problems 61
B Ebiployment 17
C Family Relationships 37
D Mental Health 14
E Physical Health 32
P Social & Environmental 17
Total 178
More than half of the total group problems (2S0) are
found in these 61 families, A further selection was made
after some analysis and a representative group of cases was
found among those twelve families in the economic group which
had in common the problem indicated by A "Financial need
due to lack oT support from members of fsmiily , " To these were
added the eleven cases carried by the writer during first year
placement at W.F.S.S. This addition gave a broader base for
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study and a more representative sample as is shown in Table
III.
TABLE III
TO SHOW DISTRIBUTION OP GROUP PROBLEMS OP
23 PAMILIES IN THE STUDY GROUP
Group Number
A Economic Problems 18
B Snployment 3
C Family Relationships 15*
D Mental Health 5
£ Physical Health 11
P Social & Environmental 6
Total 58
From the 12 cases presenting problem A4 —
all had problem C18 "Difficulties in re-
lationship between husband and wife" —
with one exception these were problems
serviced by the agency.
These twelve cases are not completely typical of the
total case load in two respects: one, the relatively lower
rate of problems in the employment section; and two, in the
higher number of families having also marital difficulties,
as indicated by C18, "Difficulties in relationship between
husband and wife , " This is a primary or contributing problem
in eleven of the twelve families having problem A4, and in
the twelfth case the problem was in process of solution by
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divorce procedure. Since the agency was not active in the
solution it was not checked.
The length of service of the study cases was slightly
less than that of the total case load. The card lA does not
give space for the number of interviews, therefore the "months
of service," for which there is a space given, has been used
to Indicate the length of service.
Table iv
TO SHOW LENGTH OF SERVICE IN MONTHS, OP
THE TOTAL CASE LOAD OF W.F.S.S. AND THE
23 CASES OF THE STUDY GROUP
Group W.F.S.S. Study Group
1 Month 30 1
Less than Average 38 8
Average (5.91) 11 (6.43) 1
More than Average 33 13
Total 102 23
During May, 1947, a survey of the agency was made; the
length of time of services to a family was questioned and the
answer satisfactorily found in the geographical location of
the agency. The agency serves an area made up of fo\ir
separate sections, each distinct in area and local trading
centers, but united under a common board of selectmen and
sharing a common town hall and adjacent high school. These
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have been built In a location easily accessible to but two
sections^ and away from the various trading centers. The
agency has its office in the Town Hall and much of its case
load is carried by home visits and office interviews made by
appointment. The number of one or two Interview cases which
might be expected to "drop in as they were going by" does not
appear. This is due, it is believed, to the geographical
layout of the town and to the poor public transportation
facilities.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OP CASE MATERIAL
The limits of the study period were arbitrarily set to
Include the eleven cases carried by the writer during place-
ment, from October 6, 1946, to May 15, 1947. For the twelve
cases having In comnon the problem a4. Financial needs due to
lack of support from members of family , the duration of
service Is January 1, 1946, to December 31, 1946.
There Is u natural grouping of the cases Into sixteen
closed cases and seven active cases. These two groups again
can be divided Into three sub-groupings as follows;
A. Closed Cases
a) Those which can be evaluated.
b) Those which cannot be evaluated.
c ) Those parts of which can be evaluated and
parts of which cannot be evaluated.
B. Active Cases
a) Those which can be evaluated.
b) Those which cannot be evaluated.
c) Those parts of which can be evaluated and
parts of which cannot be evaluated.
Of the sixteen cases In the closed group, eight could be
adequately evaluated and eight cases could not be evaluated
because of various circumstances which can best be shown in
the case material. The remaining seven cases were not
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formally closed within the limits of the study period.
Some consideration could be given to the desirability of
a yearly evaluation at the time of renewing the statistical
cards. This yearly evaluation would be especially desirable
in those cases which have had long service or which have
moved actively. There is no indication in the Handbook that
statistical cards lA are to be used for evaluation except at
closing. However, it is believed that they can be so iiaed to
advantage, and the seven cases still active at the close of
the st\idy have been evaluated. Of these, three could be
adequately evaluated and four could not be evaluated. The
reasons will be shown in the case material,
A, Closed Cases, a) Which can be evaluated.
Examination of the 16 active cases found that four could
be adequately evaluated by the F.S.A.A, 1a method.
Case 1 was a request to the agency for a heavy winter
coat for the older daughter of hlg^-school age. The
husband was drawing imemployment compensation and the
wife worked two days a week at housework, supplementing
the amount. She had investigated the possibilities of
second-hand coats and felt that the $10 price "was out
of proportion to value received," She recognized the
need of the daughter to appear well dressed at school,
and to conform with the accepted styles, as far as pos-
sible. It had been suggested that we could help her.
The agency was able to find a suitable coat and made a
further offer to discuss with her husband his lack of
employment. This was refused and the case was closed
with the evaluation as follows:
A B C D E P
v/ 1, Problem modified from agency standpoint.
2. Problem modified from client’s standpoint.
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Taken into an evaluation should be recognition of the really
excellent relationship established between the worker and the
wife* So well as it established that nearly a year later
when help was again necessary, the wife came without hesita-
tion to the worker, "who had been so understanding" before of
the daughter’s feelings. It. would have been possible to have
given this mother a coat for her daughter without leaving
behind the feeling of kindliness and confidence which let her
come eight months later with the unrelated problem of her
marital difficulties.
There is a certain repetitiousness about these cases
which can be evaluated by the lA card. Especially is this
true of two cases in which there was need for some assistance
in financial matters which was met directly by the agency in
order to forward some plan for the solutions of the marital
difficulties which were in progress.
In Case 2 of the wife, who because of her anxieties
and uncertainty of her own wishes in the matter dis-
played some psyohosomatic symptoms. She was a child-
like person whose limited capacity was d(»ainated by
her mother with whom she lived. Her husband refused .
to return to her when he was discharged from the
Army, a divorce was pending, and our assistance was
simply one of financial supplementation. We recog-
nized that the son was beginning to show behavior
difficulties and that his mother was dealing with
them in a punishing sort of way. She was not in-
terested in a referral to a child guidance center,
and there was little that we could achieve. The case
was closed and recorded.
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1. Problem modified from agency standpoint.
2, Problem modified from client’s standpoint.
3.
4.
5, Problem unmodified because of limitation
of client’s capacity.
Case 5 was similar In that financial assistance was
requested when her husband’s financial contributions ceased
because of ^n accident In which he had been Injured. The
agency could not undertake long-time supplementations and
she was advised to apply to public welfare.
There It was found that her Income did not warrant
supplementation and she was referred somewhat against
her will to her church agency for temporary help, and
with the thought that her priest could advise her
about her marital situation.
Later, she asked help for her son who needed a ton-
sllectomy. This was arranged for her In the local
hospital, at service rates which she was able her-
self to pay. Her husband was sending a small sum
from his Industrial Accident Compensation and had
started divorce proceedings. This the wife defi-
nitely resented. She was given some help in under-
standing her feelings about this, and was referred
to legal assistance, which undertook to represent
her In the matter of custody and support. In
closing, it was recognized that the worker had built
up the wife’s superego, and that she was more com-
fortable about her situation. It could be questioned
as to Its durability. The case was evaluated as
follows
:
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1* Problem modified from agency standpoint*
2. Problem modified from client *s standpoint.
3.
4.
5. Problem unmodified because of limitation
In client's capacity.
This evaluation Is satisfactory If we consider the woman
alone as client but It Is difficult not to consider a
husband's feelings In a marital situation. Checking 5.
Problem unmodified because of limitation of client's capacity
.
Is adequate but questionable.
The writer's Case 4 In this group which can be evaluated
by lA method also Illustrates well the point which has been
brought up before^ •• the need for time to make a fair evalu-
ation of relationship between worker and client.
Mrs. B. had requested help In finding a summer camp
for her son. Some financial assistance was neces-
sary. Arrangements were made and the son sent to
camp for four weeks. While there he had a fainting
spell which was not clearly \inderstood by the camp
authorities. They strongly recommended, among other
things, a medical check up. The parents had some
resistance to this since they were content that the
fainting was due to a fall. They felt that there
had been so many examinations Incidental to routine
matters of school and camp that another would not be
needed*
The daughter was known to be epileptic and the advan-
tages of diagnosis by Electro-Encephalo-Gram were
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explained to them, but they could not accept It for
their son* The financial situation had to be con-
sidered* The worker made routine visits at monthly
periods but these v/ere effective only In building up
the mother’s confidence In her* The question of camp
for another year was discussed with parents and the
boy, who was a shy chap with nice sense of humor* It
seemed after a few months that nothing could be ef-
fected toward getting the physical examination which
was deemed so essential* Then one day while In school,
the son had what appeared to be an epileptic seizure*
The mother called the agency for help as to what she
should do even before calling the doctor. She was
reassured and told by all means to call the doctor, and
she should ask the doctor about medical check-up with
an Electro-Encephalo-Gram* The physician felt these
examinations were Indicated and arrangements were made.
These, when completed, confirmed the diagnosis of
epilepsy*
The mother made excellent contacts at the hospital and
was anxious to have the daughter and son given the
annxial check-ups as advised* The parents were non-
plussed to know why their two children should have
epilepsy* No Illness in either family simulated It,
but they were able to work through their anxiety with
the worker In whom they had confidence*
In an earlier period the boy had been having difficulties
at school* His teacher had soiight advice from the agency on
card F59, School problems Involving family situations * These
were modified when the final closing occurred, and are cir-
cled to Indicate the change. There still remained a few
activities in which a boy of twelve years could participate
and this also Is indicated under F as Problem unmodified due
to lack of cocmninlty resources *
In closing evaluation showed:
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Problem modified from agency standpoint*
Problem modified from client *8 standpoint*
• • •
Problem unmodified due to lack of community
resources
.
This is an adequate evaluation*
A* Closed Cases, b) Which cannot be evaluated*
There is another group of four eases which cannot in any
part be evaluated by the card lA method* Cases 5 and 6 are
basically alike excepting that in Case 5 relief was given*
The husband had gone into military service from
Vermont* and was, therefore, not eligible for
Soldier^ 8 Relief in Massachusetts* He had had
many difficulties in the Army ttnd was now facing
general court-martial* His pay had ceased two
months before und his wife was entitled to one
month's allotment at the time she applied to the
agency* This would not cover the bills which had
accumulated* The h\isband had been indifferent
toward his family for some time and had told his
wife he did not expect to return to her when his
discharge came through. He had never seen the
youngest baby. The wife was living with her mother
who cared for the children while their mother worked*
The immediate need was a question of rent; since she
had not received her allotment, she would be unable
to pay it* The house had recently been sold and if
the rent was not promptly paid, an early eviction
could be obtained in view of the acute housing
shortage* The wife was in some panic* She had ap-
pealed to Red Cross Home Service but they could not
help her because of the husband's military status.
The agency gave her the necessary month's rent*
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The other part of this wife’s problem was her marital
situation* She was an attractive young woman with a
very Immatiire attitude toward her problems. She had
a tendency to let things drift until they were
emergent. When she came to the agency later for help
In planning her divorce, she had not yet found the
cause of her husband’s difficulties, thou^ she was
planning in part to use the courtmartlal In her
divorce petition. The worker was able to get her to
take a realistic view of her plans and It was with
the knowledge of this that the case was closed when
the wife, knowing that she could not get a divorce
without her husband’s consent, assured the worker
that they had no longer any interest In each other
and since she did not anticipate getting support from
him, she might as well clear things up. This closing
was not accomplished before the wife, after she had
made all her preparations to move to another town to
live with relations, found she did not have the
necessary money to pay the drayman. The agency was
unable to help her with this expense and she made
other arrangements. The card was marked with a
single check to Indicate the reason for failure.
1 .
2 ,
3 .
4 ,
6, Problem unmodified because of limitation
in client’s capacity.
This was a concrete situation of her emergency need for rent
money. It was symptomatic of the wife’s neiu’Otic use of
whatever money she had, and the lack of understanding of the
dynamic forces underlying her neurotic use of money led to h
chronic situation which could not be solved by a mere giving
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of one month’s rental.
Case 7 in this group raises the question of suitability
of the client’s "want” In the agency function. Mr. and Mrs.
D came to the agency requesting that the worker find a child
for them to adopt as a companion to their three-year-old son.
"Adoption" was really not a part of the agency function
and there was some hesitancy In accepting this family. After
a little questioning it appeared that they had been trying for
nearly two years to find a child. They had approached all
reputable agencies who might have a child for adoption and
had been pretty "thoroughly pushed about." The wife told the
worker of several of her friends who had "gotten babies"
because they could pay the necessary thousand dollars. She
did not want to take a chance on the possibilities of getting
a "poor baby" and "besides, she did not have the necessary
money." It did not seem possible to them that a person had
to "go Into the black market" to get a child. Since there
were no nearby adoption agencies it was felt justifiable to
talk through with these parents their discontent; to explore
the whole problem of their acceptability as adoptive parents,
and If It appeared that they were acceptable parents, to
endeavor to give them understanding and patience for the
wait, which was admittedly long. If they would not be
acceptable adoptive parents. It was hoped that we could make
this understandable to them.
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There was some need to wonder concerning this question
of their acceptability, for while the mother was a
wholesome, apparently clear- thinking person, there
were questionable factors In her parental background
which, coupled with the father’s low I*Q. and ques-
tioned background, might not make for desirable
parents* Their own child was delivered by Caesarian
Section, the second and only baby of five pregnancies
to live* There was no possibility of more children
of their own* Their feelings were quite strong that
children in large families gained some intangible
qualities which could not be achieved by only
children* The husband was a quiet-spoken person,
pleasant and eager* The friendship between the father
and son was warm, but there was something lacking in
the worker's satisfaction concerning him, A search
was made In various records which Indicated that when
sixteen years old he had "some tests" made which in-
dicated an "l.Q. of 51." This was questioned and the
particular tests could not be determined* It was
after much Investigation that the worker was able to
Sian up the various items of Information concerning
him* The wife's friends and family had felt that
she had married disadvantageous ly and "beneath her*"
The husband had been unable to complete grade school*
This, he explained, was due to the great financial
need of his family, whom he had to help support. The
school records gave some indication that he had
"repeated" several grades, and while honest and in-
dustrious and likable, he could not canplete the re-
quired work*
The husband's work record appeared good and consis-
tent* He was out of work at the time of application
and had strong disinclinations toward drawing the un-
employment Insurance which was his due* The wife
enjoyed her "fill in work" in the local laxindry and
there was carpentry work promised soon for the husband.
The whole story was discussed with two adoption
agencies* Their feeling was that in view of the
husband's good social adjustment, which had been pre-
dicted by those early examiners, and in view of the
stabilizing effect of the wife's strong understanding
and warm personality, and the seemingly excellent
personality of their small son, that the home would
be eligible "for possibly a dull normal child," The
worker questioned the wife's contentment with this
type of child*
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Many of these things were discussed with the wife
and husband and when the case was closed they were
content to follow throu^ with their application
In the adoption agency. They had a full concep-
tion of the responsibility Involved In the adoption
of a child from their own standpoint as well as
that of the agency.
This case could not be evaluated by the use of lA card, since
while the clients were prepared for acceptance or refusal,
their request for a child could not be realized at time of
closing.
The evaluation of Case 8 in this group, which could not
be Indicated on the lA card Is somewhat different from
Cases 6 end 7,
The wife, an elderly woman, was blind, losing her
sight some twelve years before because of deficiency
disease. The daughter had been committed to a state
hospital several years ago and It was reported that
she was ready for discharge if "someone In the com-
munity could give her a little supervision," The
problem was: could the agency do what was needed to
get her discharge, since a housekeeper was really
needed at home. The wife, a thin, fragile-looking
woman appeared at least ten years older than her
acknowledged fifty-eight years. On the whole she
seemed pretty keen mentally for one who had lost her
sight and had been without regular companionship for
several years.
The family had little understanding of mental Ill-
ness, The daughter was described by them as a good
girl who "made one mistake;" she learned too late
that her lover was u married man. She refused to
reveal his name as she feared ridicule. She had
placed her baby out privately with a family who sub-
sequently adopted it. The daughter had never given
trouble at home, though she teased her mother at
times.
The details of events leading up to the daughter *8
commitment to the State Hospital were not known, but
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the father and mother feel that many people "had it
in for her," especially the probation officer. The
family felt at this time that the daughter was being
held Illegally.
The agency wrote to the hospital asking what their
plans for the daughter were. They did not advise
her return, in fact, they felt that her symptoms
might well become dangerous under her home conditions.
The probation officer and the parish priest, both ac-
qtialnted with the daughter, felt that the parents
overestimated her value to the mother, as a house-
keeper, and underestimated her potentialities for
getting into trouble. They felt that while the wife's
situation was pitiful, it probably could not be helped
by having the dau^ter at home.
The immediate request for assistance in having the
daughter come home under supervision of the agency,
was impossible. It was thought that the worker should
explain this to the parents and endeavor to get her
and her husband to accept this dictum. A visit was
planned and the worker visited late one afternoon.
The husband was strongly attached to his daughter,
and had a great many guilty feelings about her com-
mitment, and her child's adoption. He also had some
resentment over the home situation and the problems
created by his wife's blindness. This complicated
the household arrangement, and it was felt that since
the daughter was doing work at the hospital, she
could just as well be working at home. They could not
accept the fact that the hospital did not feel that
the daughter was ready to be discharged, and t hey
felt that the agency was cooperating with the hospital
in holding the daughter at the hospital.
During the coiirse of the interview, the husband became
terrifically Involved emotionally. It seemed almost
as if he were drowning in his feelings of guilt and
concern ttbout the part he had played in the daughter's
commitment. The worker, being young and somewhat in-
experienced, was drawn into this whirlpool of his
emotions und becoming somewhat dismayed at the way
the interview was going, made every effort to console
them, and to put the interview on a more wholesome
basis. This had left the worker somewhat shaken, and
it was not \intll several weeks later that she returned
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again to see what could be done to enable this family
to accept the fact that their daughter could not
retiirn to live with them.
When the worker returned, it was found that a house-
keeper had been found through the agency of the church
society, and the household Itself showed the very good
effects of her presence. The wife was up and about,
and quite cheerful about the whole family situation.
She said that the daughter had been allowed to come
home on a short visit during the Christmas holidays,
and that they had hopes that soon she would be able to
return to them. The worker lacked optimism on this
point, but Congratulated the wife on the improved
situation, and during the course of events, suggested
that it would be pleasant to come back and visit the
wife. When a return visit was made, however, it was
found that the visitor from the church agency was in
charge, and the worker felt that perhaps it would be
less complicating for the family if the agency with-
drew. This was done, and the case was closed.
The problem was modified from the client’s standpoint because
the dau^ter was being allowed periodic visits; a housekeeper
was present; and the chiirch agency could give a certain amount
of supervision. Since there is some question if this modifi-
cation could be the result of agency activity, there was no
way of checking it upon the card, and therefore it simply had
to be noted as unable to evaluate.
It is possible that a more experienced worker might have
been able to gain some confidence from these parents, and
being able through this confidence, to help them have some
resignation toward their daughter’s remaining in the hospital.
Since the girl was permitted to return to her parents for
visits, the propriety of encouraging this resignation can be
questioned.
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A. Closed Cases, c) Which can be evaluated in part only.
Concerning these eight cases which can be evaluated in
part only, certain factors are common to six in that each has
two parts to their problem, one of which can be evaluated by
the lA card and an equally important part which cannot be
evaluated. The following is a good example of this situa-
tion.
Case 16, This family was referred to us because the
husband had suffered a coronary thrombosis. His sudden
hospitalization had left the wife and his three children
without money and without any way known to them of obtaining
funds. They were anxious and apprehensive about the finan-
cial needs and the poor condition of the husband. The problem
was twofold and part one was expressed upon the statistical
card thus:
(a) 1. Lack of knowledge of available resources,
6. Financial need which must be met if case
work treatment is to be effective.
The services rendered in the solution of part one were:
(a) 1. Helping the client make use of the economic
services in the community,
4. Financial assistance met directly by the
agency.
These could be described as of a purely manipulative typo of
service. This first part of the problem, however, was not
completed without the use of psychiatric skills. It would
have been possible to turn the family immediately, without
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further concern, to the Department of Public Welfare who
were to assist them financially.
The worker recognized the need for emotional adjust-
ment toward a financial situation which was diffi-
cult to accept. There was a disbelief that help was
available. Also was recognized the "shock effect" upon
the wife of the sudden Illness of the husband,
"Everything seemed so difficult and complicated,"
The bewilderment and Insecurity was met by a repetitive
assurance and by making the necessary arrangements for
the DPW worker to visit the home the following day.
The worker assisted the wife In gathering together the
many Items which would be required for the determina-
tion of the family needs. In making these arrangements
it was found that there was truly "no money available"
for even the simple food requirements or for trans-
portation to the hospital If "a call came In the
night," It was suggested that ten dollars be left
with the wife until DPW could take over. The effect
of this suggestion was greater than the actual sum
Involved, The wife had concrete evidence that there
was money available to her for the needs of her
children and herself.
The evaluation of this part of the problem might adequately
be Indicated on the cards thus:
1, Problem modified from agency standpoint,
2. Problem modified from client's standpoint,
3. Problem unmodified because of limitation
of case work resources.
4, Problem unmodified because of limitations
in community resources.
6, Problem unmodified because of limitation
In client's capacity,
6 , • • ,
7 , , , ,
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Part two, however, involved the basic problem of health; the
solution of which required the use of more subtle psychiatric
case-work skills* The problem was Indicated upon the card
as follows:
(E) 30* Ignorance of disease and its Implications*
31* Illness affecting capacity for social and
Industrial adjustment*
32* Acute or chronic Illness creating changes
or conflict in an lndivld\ial*
35* Acute or chronic Illness arousing fears or
conflict in an individual*
36* Resistance to using resources for t reatment*
Services offered were;
(E) 20* Helping client understand the facts and Im-
plications of Illness*
23* Personality factors Influenced by Illness*
Because of the physician* s orders we were not per-
mitted to prepare this wife for what was acknowledged
by all to be the inevitable prognosis of the husband *s
heart condition, "that he had but a short while to
live*" The wife needed preparation for this emotional
crisis and some preparation should be made to enable
her to accept long-time living on Aid to Dependent
Children, which she had difficulty in accepting on even
the temporary basis* Attempts could be and were made
to enable the husband to accept his Illness* His was
the nervous, wiry type of personality which brooked no
Interference in his physical performance* He left the
hospital against advice of his physician and found it
impossible to obey instructions regarding rest* In
view of the limitations regarding any discussion of
the seriousness of the husband's Illness, it was be-
lieved by the agency that our role should be a sustain-
ing one and that our efforts should be toward the
establishment of as firm relationships as possible so
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that when the time came when we could be of construc-
tive use there would be no time lost. The relation-
ship between wife and worker was excellent; between
husband and worker, adequate. The three children
reflected these relationships and counted on the
worker as one to whom they turn for help and comfort.
With the scoring as set up of P.S.A.A. Card lA, it is not
possible to truly evaluate the situation when the worker left
the agency and the case was closed. One could check the
evaluation as follows:
A B C D E p
w
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
Problem modified from agency standpoint.
Problem modified from client standpoint.
Problem unmodified because of limitation
of case work resources.
Problem unmodified because of limitations
in community resources.
Problem unmodified because of limitations
in client’s capacity.
But this does not meet the full needs of a true evaluation
since it implies a modification with satisfaction. The
agency was not content with the situation at closing, yet to
make no check under E, would imply, at least, no progress
toward a satisfactory modification. Perhaps lines 6 and/or
7 ml^t be used to evaluate the progress, and filled in
thus:
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6, Problem modified sufficiently within
reality llmltatTons
.
A first objection to this evaluation might well be the fact
that nO indication is made of the clients* reaction to the
solution of the second part of their problem. Not to indicate
a reaction when using this method is to aver dissatisfaction
or to indicate no effort toward a solution of the problems of
the section. In this case, the clients are \inaware of a
problem since, due to their lack of understanding, both
husband and wife are ignorant "of disease and its implica-
tions,” and have "resistance to using resources for treat-
ment." Not knowing, they can have neither favorable nor
adverse reactions and it is impossible to record an evalua-
tion from the clients* standpoint.
A second objection might be the use of lines 6 and/or 7.
Bach time one of these is used it implies that a solution
cannot be evaluated in the usual manner. This may be satis-
factory for an occasional case, but if the whole or a large
part of a case load is to be evaluated by the use of these
exceptions then it would seem that a more definite method of
evaluation was needed. One of the alms "clearly seen by
family agencies is the necessity of a common front with other
family agencies.” Throu^ the Family Service Association of
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America and Its Regional Committees such a conunon front has
been advanced by:
4. Recording and making available common statistical
information* , , (3). There can be little "common
statistical information" derived from a too wide use
of the line 6 and/or 7. In general, unless at least
90 per cent of the Items or cases can be classified,
a classification is of little use*37
Cases 10, 11 and 12 may be grouped with Case 9, In each
certain things were accomplished of the manipulative type of
case work, l.e*. Financial assistance met by the agency ;
Helping the client make ^e of his own economic resources
;
Helping the client make use of economic resources in the com-
munity ; or Helping the client use resources for treatment .
These were positive things and could be checked for evaluation.
However, since each of these cases was closed before results
of treatment involving the use of psychiatric case work con-
cepts could be determined, it is impossible to evaluate the
cases adequately.
Another variation to these problems of divided modifica-
tion is illustrated in Cases 13 and 14 which are similar in
content of case material. Case 13 is summarized as follows;
The family had been referred because of some irregular
school attendance. It was felt that the wife was hard
pushed to take care of her eight children and also
earn the main portion of the family living. The hus-
band had not a good work history, he disliked having
to work for someone else, and he seemed not greatly
37 Handbook , op . clt .
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concerned over the matter of adequate support for his
family* For a while he drew unemployment Insxirance
which he supplemented by repairing cars for his
friends* The financial retxirn was uncertain and It
was questioned If he tiirned all the money he earned
Into the family*
The wife was strongly protective of her husband and
claimed that he had worked until recently. A large
sum of money had been received from a lawsuit In-
volving an injury to one of the children* He had to
return regularly to the hospital for treatment* The
wife had u miscarriage and for lack of funds had not
received medical attention* She made a poor recovery
and by the time the agency secured a doctor *s service,
her condition was critical*
The agency arranged to have the hospitalization paid
for by the place of settlement* They also arranged
for the oldest daughter to go to camp during the
summer 9 since she had become somewhat of a family
drudge. This was not entirely satisfactory since she
worked harder at camp than at home* Some clothes were
also given to the family*
In the late summer the wife complained that during a
quarrel over the husband’s mlsdeameanors he had as-
saulted her and she was determined to take court
action. She later withdrew her complaint* The family
was destitute at this time and were referred to Public
Welfare who agreed to supplement what earnings the
hxisband made* At closing there had been some relief
given, and the agency had been able to get the child
who needed treatment regularly to the clinic; and the
mother’s life had undoubtedly been saved because of the
agency activity* These could be evaluated as positive
modifications If they had modified the overall picture
In any way, but this remained as at first because of
the limitations of the capacities of husband and wife.
When closed It was evaluated so;
i
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Problem unmodified because of limitation
In client’s capacity.
• • •
Cases 15 and 16 cannot be evaluated In whole for differ-
ent reasons.
Case 15. Here there was no direct request for assistance
but rather a welcome acceptance of counselling offered at the
suggestion of the manager of the Housing Project from which
the family was evicted for non-payment of three months' rent.
The eviction was being used by the wife as a turning
point in her decision to break up her marriage. She
was planning to return to her parental home. The
manager felt that she should talk with someone, not
necessarily to influence her decision, but to make
sure her method of carrying out her plans would not
jeopardize custody of the children, or their support.
The worker had several Interviews with the wife, at
which times she talked at length about her feelings
but did not In uny way tilter her decision. She was
getting some legal advice about how to go about se-
curing support -- eventually she planned to divorce.
There had been prolonged marital difficulties with
her husband drinking and having affairs with other
women. He had been adjudicated father of the child
of one of these women. Since losing his job when the
shipyard closed, he had been Irregular about rent and
the family was evicted.
The husband did not respond to workei^s request for
Interview,
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The family moved to another state where they lived
with the wife’s parents* The case was closed. The
evaluation at closing was Indicated upon the card:
1, Problem modified from agency standpoint,
2, Problem modified from client’s standpoint,
3 , , • •
4 , • , •
5 ^ Problem unmodified because of limitationin client’s capacity,
6 * * • •
Some discussion should be made regarding this evaluation.
First, while "all five evaluations can be checked for the
same family for different groups of problems," or, " all six
problem categories may be checked under the same evaluation
criterion," a decision must be made regarding modification --
"and the same column (for example A,) should not be checked
for evaluations 3, 4, or 5 if column A, has been checked for
either 1 and/or 2 ," In other words, the same problems should
not be checked both as modified and unmodified for the same
38family, yet in this case the facts are such as to Justify
such a recording. The agency gave the wife help in thinking
through why she wanted a divorce, which she had made up her
mind to get. She was more comfortable in her feelings and
38 Handbook , op , cit .
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was able to go ahead with her plans with understanding, having
weighted with us the positive and negative elements of her
husband, herself and their relationship. The worker enabled
her to accept her plan of living singly and returning to her
parental home — ”an unsuccessful wife with children," She
also was assisted in getting legal advice regarding support
for the children and the procedures necessitated by the
changing legal domicile.
The fact that the husband’s refusal to discuss the ques-
tions involved made the solution unsatisfactory for his part
of it, his behavior and lack of support were causative factors
in the problem, and scMne acknowledgment must be made. So item
5 in column C was checked to evaluate this, lest a lack of
checking indicate no effort has been made to find a solution.
If this were an isolated incidence one might evade the
issue by not checking, or checking in an unacceptable manner,
but of the study nine cases Involved this question of divided
modification and/or unmodification.
The last family in the group brings up the problems of
time — a case which at closing was considered only partially
successful and upon later evaluation was considered successful
to a great degree.
In Case 16 the wife applied, having been directed by
Public Welfare.
Althoiigh working steadily as an electrician's helper at
a shipyard, the husband had not been home for two
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nights, and did not show up for several days more. In
the interim, we gave her $18. The wife was the eldest
of three daughters. She recalled her girlhood home as
happy, and her mother as a maternal, sensible rather
direct person. The husband's mother had been mentally
ill when he was a small child, and he had spent some
time in an orphanage. Subsequently he had lived in
lodgings with his alcoholic father, with whom he had a
negative identification.
The couple had married when the husband was about 30
and the wife 20. It was during the industrial de-
pression, and both were earning small wages at a dry
goods shop. She was a salesgirl, and he a clerk. At
first they lived with the wife's parents for the sake
of economy. They made one attempt to establish their
own home, but when the wife's father died, the com-
bined households were considered justifiably permanent
in order to enable the wife's younger sisters to com-
plete schooling.
The husband put his mother-in-law in the place of his
own, and both depended upon her a great deal. The
wife continued to work at the dry goods shop until the
son's birth, which was nearly four years after the
marriage. When the second pregnancy occurred, the
husband was still at the dry goods shop, earning $20
a week. It had been the wife's idea that he change to
the shipyard and avail himself of the wartime wages.
The wife recalled the marriage as entirely happy until
her mother's death. Although there was pretty definite
evidence that she had overlooked or minimized some of
the early symptoms of trouble. Following the mother's
death, the husband began to drink heavily, and in-
sisted upon keeping the pay check, becoming secretive
about his earnings, and gave her an Irregular or in-
adequate amount of money. He came home very late, and
often not at all, subsequently claiming to have been
with men friends.
The family was heavily in debt, but the uncertainty of
the income made any attempt at budgeting impossible.
Not only were there severe realities to financial
situations, but money had considerable emotional sig-
nificance to the wife. She was s\irely aggressive and
nagging, and her housekeeping reflected her upset state.
At the same time she loved her husband and she admitted
it.
The worker saw the husband several times -- he was
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extremely immature and admittedly did not wish to
change his behavior, although guilty because of It. He
resented authority except from his employer. His
methods of evading responalbllities were childish, and
he counted upon his wife’s ambivelance.
Before coming to the agency the wife had sought help
through various sources — probation officer, clergy-
man and physician — but had not followed through with
any of them. Partly this was resentment of criticism
of herself, and partly her ambivelance toward her
husband.
The worker tried to give the wife some understanding
of herself and her attitude toward her husband. While
he was difficult to live with, she knew that she would
not separate. Really, she did not want him to be
punished. She felt that any change would have come
from her own attitude.
The husband broke a bone in his hand and drew $32 a
week compensation. He tiirned to money over to his wife
for this period, and reduced his drinking to a minimum.
She took part-time employment again at the shop, and
greatly enjoyed the change and outside contacts. Her
sister and husband and child came to share the home and
gave some supervision to the children, and the brother-
in-law was a non-drinker, and provided suitable com-
panionship for the husband in his own home.
Shortly after the husband recovered from Hs injury he
was permanently laid off at the shipyard, and drew $25
weekly unemployment compensation. His modified be-
havior continued, and the wife had reduced the debts.
The case was closed.
At closing it could not be said that the problem was modified.
It was felt that the situation was chronic due to the maso-
chistic tendencies of the woman. It could be said the problem
was better for the man since he was more content in his home.
However, a year later the case was reopened and the worker
had a different evaluation to make. Due to the time element
some effect of the case work treatment could be seen as
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permanent, in that while husband still drank, the wife had
not gone to court and she could handle her feelings better
and therefore the situation was improved,
B, Active Cases, a) Which can be evaluated.
Of the seven cases which were still active at the end of
the study period, the following can be said regarding an
evaluation ^ the end of the study period . In two cases, it
was possible to say that the problems were modified both from
agency and client *s standpoint. The reasons for modification
are far from similar as will be seen from the case material
content.
The family in Case 17 was referred by a constable, A
father who was dying and who had been evicted, had
been taken to the home of a daughter, Heie conditions
were exceedingly crowded since another daughter, our
client, and her children were living there. During
the mild weather the mother and some of her children
slept in a crude shack in the back of the yard. She
appeared to be timid and rather dull mentally. She
had been separated from her husband several years
because of his drinking and his abuse of her.
The husband lived in another town and gave a weekly
$15 voluntarily and with a fair degree of regularity,
toward their support. The worker was able to help
with clothing for the older children, but she insisted
that the wife attempt to get further support from her
husband. He visited his family at this time and the
wife became pregnant. She did not speak of this until
her condition was obvious and apparently had not
spoken of it to her husband. When she did so, again
upon the insistence of the worker, the husband agreed
to send her an extra $2 a week after the baby was born,
without questioning the paternity of the child. He
did object to the expense of a hospital confinement
and indeed the wife herself had a great deal of fear
about this, her previous deliveries having occurred at
home.
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The child was born in the hospital and the bill was
referred to the husband *s place of settlement for
payment. This was made. There was raised a question
of supplementation to the wife's income by DPW -- who
agreed to supplement, if the family moved into more
suitable quarters. Because of the housing shortage,
this was a difficult task, and there was little
evidence that the wife wished to break her dependent
relationship with her sister.
After much encouragement on the part of the worker,
the wife was able to ask assistance of the court in
the matter of greater support from her husband. The
worker went into co\irt with the wife and her attorney
when the question came up and an informal arrangement
was made with her husband agreeing to increase his
payments. He appeared loath to give more than was
required of him and it appeared to the worker that he
had other Interests,
A few months later the wife was notified of her
husband's divorce intentions. She did nothing to
protect the children and the uncontested divorce made
no mention of them and no provision was made for
custody or her support. The court was powerless to
do anything about it until this was remedied.
The husband frequently paid nothing toward his
family and more often paid an inadequate amount. The
agency was able to secure the services of legal
advice, toward having the divorce decree amended and
the wife awarded custody of the children and weekly
support. She had moved to the town of placement and
was able to get rent free for some housekeeping
services.
The case was not closed during the period of the study, but
could be evaluated thus:
1, Problem modified from agency standpoint,
2, Problem modified from client's standpoint.
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One might suppose that in the older days this case would be
credited to the "Executive aspect" of case work. (We now
recognize It as "manipulation.") As the case material is
reviewed the feeling is very strong that the wife had been
enabled to do for herself those things which were needed to
be done. The ability of the case worker to understand the
client s capacity and to so reinforce her superego toward
action on her needs presupposes the application of psychiatric
knowledge in case work thinking.
Case 18 was more complicated in Its structure and
demanded more from the worker than psychiatric thinking. It
could be evaluated by the card lA method at the year's end in
terms of what had been accomplished. A relationship had been
established with a very lonely person who had given "the best
years of her life" to a man who became discontented with her
when "ill health overtook her."
He went out with other women and paid little toward
the wife's and his child's keep. She had made what
seemed promising arrangements to earn her housing by
keeping house for a member of the husband's family.
It turned out that he became abusive when he had
epileptic seizures. The wife and the son who was
considered a sickly child, were terrified upon these
occasions and the arrangements were impossible. The
wife, after some consideration with the worker, asked
her husband to return to her and to the child. She
was not too realistic in that she thought she could
accept the husband's relationship with "the other
woman" and she had not considered the husband's
feelings toward her or toward the fact that he pre-
ferred not to return. Through the relationship
between the case worker and the wife, it was possible
for her to accept the fact that her husband would not
come back; that the child would miss his father and
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that she would have a difficult role to play with him.
She had learned through the relationship with the case worker
to give the child, whom she had overprotected, more freedom
and not to be apprehensive about him and to free him to a
certain extent* Certainly the problem of the wlfe*s
grievances against her husband was modified, from both agency
and client standpoint. Her anxieties about her own health
and that of her child were reduced, and her problems of
financial uncertainty were in process of being solved. The
case could truly be evaluated so:
1. Problem modified from agency standpoint.
2. Problem modified from client's standpoint.
B. Closed Cases, b) Which cannot be evaluated.
Case 19 could not be evaluated at year's end, while part
of the situation had been clarified, the problem itself still
remained. The immediate request was for institutional care
for a mlcrocephalic baby. She was very difficult to care for
and her mother found it a great strain since she was again
pregnant.
The husband and wife had married while he was in
military service. They had lived at first with the
husband's family. This had been so extremely unhappy
an experience that the nlfe would not consider it as
an alternative, when It.became a question of living
separately from her husband, "since there was no room
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IIfor him with her,” After his discharge from the Army
the husband went into another state to live with his
parents. This was represented as an arrangement that
was made necessary by the housing shortage, and that
when a place was found the home would be re-
established.
Since it was Impossible to find a placement in state
hospitals due to the long waiting lists, applications
were made and the baby was kept at home until such
time as it could be received. It was felt that the
wife had a mind of her own but she was completely
dominated by her mother who resented all delays, and
constantly kept things stirred up. The home situation
was extremely difficult in a variety of ways. The
wife’s mother refused to cooperate and never would
give a full story of the situation. Her point of view
of our function was to pull wires for her when her own
method of pulling wires had not yielded results.
The husband refused to be interviewed when an effort
was made to get him to cooperate in the matter of his
lack of support. The wife then sued for divorce
which, being uncontested, no support order could be
made. Later this was remedied and some support was
granted.
The second child was born and the agency was able to
have confinement expenses for both children paid
through E.M.I.C.
Certainly the wife's situation was Improved to the extent
that her marital situation was cleared and her financial
situation was Improved, The second child was born, to all
appearances, a normal child. On the negative side was the
lack of placement for the imbecile child and the wife was
still under her mother's domination; who with her overbearing
ways made the wife's problems her own and neither would, nor
perhaps could she, cooperate with the agency.
The evaluation at year's end was inadequately checked:
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1. Problem modified from agency standpoint,
2. Problem modified from client’s standpoint,
3 « , , ,
^
Problem unmodified because of limitation
of community resources.
The services were mostly manipulative, effective through the
establishment of a relationship with the wife by which a
supporting role could be effective.
It could not be truly said that divorce was the most
satisfactory solution of the marital situation from the
husband’s point of view. But we have reason to believe that
It was, since the wife relates that he could not accept the
’’damaged child" as it also damaged his masculinity. We do
not know his feelings about it due to his refusal to be
interviewed.
The checking under section A must remain unchecked at
this time since we have conflicting reports of Its adequacy
from the wife and her mother. It has been questioned In
relation to this case If there should not be some way of
checking the question: ^ what the client desires a suitable
fvinctlon of the agency?
B. Closed Cases, c) Which can be partly evaluated.
Of the remaining cases It could be said that they were
moving ahead at « satisfactory psce. In two Instances the
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agency was exploring the situation and waiting until the
children Involved would be accepted In a Child Guidance
Center. The roles were of a supporting character — In Case
20 It took something more than a knowledge of psychiatry to
keep the pot from boiling. So acute was the hostility between
mother and daughter^ both of whom were probably psychotic,
that there was a very real possibility that one might kill the
other.
In Case 21 the problem developed out of the fact that an
adoptive mother, an admitted seventy-two years, found herself
widowed and in a not too sound financial state.
She was more than weary of the responsibility of her
twelve-year-old adoptive son, whom she had adopted
because of her husband's desires. The husband was
fourteen years younger than herself, and the rela-
tionship between father and son had been very warm.
The boy had developed into a beautiful child in a
somewhat feminine way. He had better than average
I.Q. and was keenly interested in a wide variety of
subjects for short periods of time. He deeply
mourned his father, and being so very insecure in
his relationships with his mother, made life almost
unbearable for her because of his many demands.
Our role was to help the mother to understand the boy and his
anxieties and to keep her from making radical «nd unexpected
changes in the treatment plan for the boy. She needed some
assurance that the plan was sound and m sympathetic ear into
which she co\ild pour her worries and desires that the boy
could be placed in a socially acceptable way and she herself
would find a "home where she could be taken care of in her
old years." These were waiting periods and could not be
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T
evaluated in «ny way by the use of the card lA.
The final two cases which had not been closed and which
could not be evaluated were also moving ahead satisfactorily,
but there is no way to evaliiate the meeting of a weekly
crisis and its solution*
In Case 22 the crisis was minor — a matter of rolnfordr^
a wife to meet appointment dates at the hospital for much
needed physical examination in preparation for radical dental
work* That there was some basic and deep need to delay this
dental work, and therefore the preliminary examinations, was
recognized but —
as social case workers in a family agency we have
learned it is not our function to treat inner emotional
problems except insofar as they touch on the reality
problems o\ir clients bring to us and can be discussed
in relation to these realities* However, within these
bounds which we have set for ourselves, there is a
great deal that can be done by case work methods by an
agency alert to these human needs in the community und
experienced in the application of psychiatric knowledge
in case work thinking*
With Case 23 the crisis was more important and basic to
the family happiness*
The parents were, with their two yoxmg children, evicted
and had, of necessity, to move into the Town Infirmary*
This would be a traumatic thing under any circumstances,
but for this mother it was a crushing blow. The husband
motivated by his own emotional needs, refused to share
the "public hospitality" and lived in a small hotel near
his Job*
39 Mary W* Rlttenhouse, The Family , June, 1939.
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At best "public hospitality" is meager and that given
the wife and her children was far from the best — not
that it could be said the actual housing facilities or
food were inadeQuate^ but it was so grudgingly given
by the keepers of the Town Infirmary that the mother
could not comfortably accept even the small kindnesses
offered by those who tried to help her. Finally a
room was found by the husband where the kitchen
privileges could be shared. Here they settled down
quite comfortably though crowded.
After a few weeks the husband was laid off and they
managed well on his unemployment insurance. This how-
ever did not last very long and there was a period
during which they, somehow, existed by various means;
small loans from the wife*s relatives who supplemented
this by food boxes, and small allowances from the
husband's father. After a month, however, they re-
quested assistance and were referred to public welfare
for relief.
The husband then was offered a Job away from home.
His problem then became one of meeting his food and
board expenses until his checks came in. Later his
expenses would be refunded. It was a good Job and
the husband could adequately fulfill its needs. It
had some permanency to it with opportunities for
advancement. The husband's father after one contribu-
tion, ignored further appeals, so the agency agreed
to supplement the public welfare amounts for the three
weeks it was estimated assistance would be required.
The relationship established during these various
episodes had been sound and the wife in her need to
talk and explain some of the factors which had gone
into the problems, told the worker a great deal of
their parental background. Her own not too fortunate
and very unhappy childhood had ended when she married
at sixteen years, against the objections of both
families -- hers, because they did not approve of the
young mand of the wealthy ond ambitious family; her
husband's fsimily because they could not countenance
this poorly bred, poorly educated girl with a somewhat
questionable reputation.
There was a short period of happiness after the
marriage when it seemed that the wife had indeed
attained her ambition for the children, "a pretty home,
happily lived in." Having missed one for herself, she
perhaps put more emphasis upon the necessity for this
than was needed.
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The wife was many years younger than her husband. She
was pretty in a dark, somber way. Her quiet manner
was somewhat deceptive since she was capable of in-
tense feelings when emotionally aroused. With the
children she was gentle, though occasionally short-
tempered. She was able somehow to make a good re-
lationship with her husband, but it was wearing thin.
He displayed traits of the alcoholic which she en-
deavored to keep away from us, until the limit of her
endurance was reached.
The worker because of the really excellent relationship was
able to help her verbalize her many worries and anxieties, to
help her understand her husband's apparent stubbornness about
many things and to accept her early history as not the
miserable thing her husband sometimes implied it was. How
can you eval\iate bringing self-respect to a woman who has
never been allowed to have it? How can you put into a check
mark the factors which bring to a woman knowledge that knowing
all the miserable things which she has experienced the worker
still respects her for the really good person that she wishes
to be? How is it possible to evaluate that extra period of
patience which a wife can find for her narcissistic and
alcoholic husband because she has confidence in the under-
standing of the case worker.
The case material study has shown, that due to the many
Intangibles necessarily found in the practice of case work
skills, it is Impossible to evaluate case work services
without the use of case material.
Table V will show the results of the case material study.
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TABLE V
TO SHOW EVALUATION RESULTS OP 23 STUDY CASES
Closed Cases B, Open Cases
a) Can be evaluated 4 2
b) Cannot be evaluated 4 1
c) Parts can and parts
cannot be evaluated 8 4
16 7
Total 23
It la shown that seventeen of the twenty- three study
cases cannot be evaluated by the statistical card lA method.
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CHAPTER V
METHODS OP EVALUATION
The sucoess or failure of modification of a mother's
need for clothes for her school children can be expressed by
the lA card evaluation method. However, there is no way to
measure that part of the treatment plan which enables a dis-
couraged and disheartened woman to become conscious of and
able to accept the several resources which the community
offers her. How can the various elements which go into her
healing be scaled? When she is enabled to pick up the pieces
of a badly broken marriage and make of them a good home for
two frightened and unbelieving children, and to give them the
security which Is their right -- is it sufficient to say the
problem has been modified? Some felt a degree of success
should be Indicated,
When in the course of treatment this woman finds, in
another town, a better opportunity for homemaking, or a
"warmer hearthstone," and leaves the area of the agency
activities, how shall the case be evaluated at closing? It
can be said that the case was successful, since the problem
was modified in that the children have received their school
clothing. But what of the months of understanding encourage-
ment and effort the case worker has spent in helping this
woman to achieve strength and some contentment? Some credit
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should be shown.
Blackman’s desire for a method of "indicating effort but
Incompleted service" and "a way of estimating degrees of
service" Is still unsatisfied.^^
It might be said that the treatment plan had gone beyond
the f\inction of the family agency when it attempted to
rehabilitate this family. Case work today Involves more than
the "executive aspect" or the manipulative type of techniques.
Social workers have a concern with the totality of
Individual well being. They are the arrangers, the
facilitators of that totality. They serve people
and have no other purpose. Their work becomes a
personal matter. The personal equation Is shown In
their correspo^ence. In their talk, in their
activity , ,
Workers and their agendas are too conscious of those
intangibles ishlch must be recognized as the variables which
determine the approach and emphasis of case work treatment,
those factors found In (a) "the nature of the problem;
(b) the psychodynamics of the case; (c) the actual life
circumstances; (d) the worker’s capacity and (e) the community
resources
.
The element of time Is a variable which must be consldared
at least three times in any case work treatment. One, there
40 Blackman, 0£. clt .
41 Robert £. Bondy, The Survey Mid-Monthly , Vol. LXXXiy
#2, p. 50, February, 1948.
42'’Soclal Case WorkJJ Social Work Year Book , 1947, p,478.
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Is the length of time which is needed to reach the true
meaning of a client* s request. Two, la the length of time
required to achieve a long over-all plan of treatment. Three,
the worker must always be conscious of the fact that it may
be many months after a case la closed before the real effec-
tiveness of treatment is known. The proper timing of the
various elements of a treatment plan must be recognized. It
is useless to offer suggestions to a client who is unready
for them.
Case workers even in those essentially relief-giving
agencies, the Departments of Public V/elfare, have a broader
conception of their activities than the oversimplified
4 **definition of the Handbook* Social workers and all others
who* ' ’ work with people and their problems long ago discarded
the notion of the individual *s complete responsibility for
his plight* A long step forward was taken when in 1935 the
Federal Government recognized, througji the Social Security
Act, its obligation to assist each man ^ his right to u
sound basic living, it included along with food, shelter,
clothes, and medical care, that extra something to meet the
needs of the feeling person. It is generally acknowledged by
all workers that there is a need to meet the emotional
problems of those who call upon them in order that they may
43 ’’Case work is defined as Individualized considera-
tion or treatment of a problem by a case worker" p. 3
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live a more effective and harmonloxis life. Fulfilling this
need to meet the emotional problems would seem to come within
that specialized function of Family Service Agencies, "to
assist individuals singly or In family units In developing
the capacity ... to lead personally satisfying and socially
us eful 1 1ve s
.
Accepting, then, the concept that man Is not alone
responsible for hla plight; that he has a right to sound
basic living and that this living demands some solution of
emotional problems as well as material problems; and that It
Is the specialized function of the family service agency to
assist "in developing personally satisfying and socially
useful lives," how can the agency evaluate Its efforts toward
this accomplishment?
In the field of the treatment of social and personal
maladjustment • . • the meaning of success and failure
remains relatively unstandardized. As long as such a
condition exists, and the concepts of success or
failure Is not definitely clarified, certainly the
hopes for validation of any relationship between .
diagnosis, treatment, and outcome would be doubtful
The need, therefore, would sean to be a clarification of
just what It is that a family agency within the limitations
of Its function Is endeavoring to do for Its client.
44 Parker, 0£. clt . , p. 176.
45 Perl and Simon, Criteria of Success and Failure in
Child Guidance, Orthopsychiatry, VolT^ll!, #4^ Oct., 1^42.
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It is presently conceded that the private family agency
shall not give financial relief per se ; this is the function
of the public welfare agency. It has been generally
accepted that;
Family agencies would continue to use funds for special
needs related to case work objectives of preventing
breakdown and promoting the stability of lndlvld\ial8
and families.
• . . The use of money in case work treatment to give
some of the plus values and positive experiences of
living ... is accepted as a function of the private
agency.
Just as a client may use money as an expression of
other needs
^
so may a case worker use money to show
acceptance of a client or to get acceptance from him,
or to show her authority or lack of authority, 46
The emphasis would seem to have been changed frc»n giving
money to a client because he lacks it for some specific item
to the giving or withholding of money from a client for what
the money itself symbolizes — or for what the meaning of the
specific item may symbolize, i.e., it is withheld or given
"with Intent," For example, two wives under somewhat similar
circumstances apply to the agency for assistance involving
services checked "Financial assistance met directly by the
Agency, " Both women made a ne\irotlc use of whatever money
they had. Both were continually allowing themselves to get
into "a tight spot" which demanded outside help. In one
46 Dorothy V, Thomas, "Criteria for the (living of
Financial Assistance in a Private Family Agency," Journal of
Social Case Work, Vol. XXVIII, #5, p. 183, May, 19?T:
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family (12) there was no time to lose In paying the necessary
rent, due to the status of the eviction proceedings, and
since there was no other source available to her for finan-
cial help, rent money was given and exploration followed.
The woman had resources which were available to clear debts
before moving away to live with her mother* However, when
all packed and ready to move, this woman again was In an
emergency situation since she lacked money to pay the dray-
man* The case worker felt that there were resources available
which the woman preferred not to use* Financial assistance
was refused since the worker believed It was not good case
work to play Into this woman* s neurotic use of money. It
was preferable to refuse money and help her to xinderstand
why she got Into her difficulties. In the second case (13)
the money was refused when first asked for, because there
was no reality factor to be mot and the case worker was able
to work out with the woman the necessity which she felt made
It necessary to ask for money, and to help her use her own
resources*
These are the Intangible qualities which the family
agency Is endeavoring to work with; they presuppose a case
worker with sound psychiatric understanding and a capacity
for making correct diagnosis of the client s real need as
well as to plan effective treatment and carry It out,. There
are an increasing number of workers whose activities are not
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so much concerned with "a problem” as they are with ”the
person who has the problem,” This makes evaluation difficult
or Impossible in terms of success or failiire because the
focus of evaluation is on service, rather than on a problem.
In order to evaluate the efforts an agency makes In
relation to a client and his problem. It Is essential that we
understand the variables Inherent In the agency, the client
and the community.
In all evaluation studies one has to keep In mind the
practical view that not all conditions are capable of
being helped, and therefore part of the Inquiry should
be devoted to those about which something can be
done,^’^
Reed has formulated a series of "systematized Judgments"
about which "something can be done,” He has emphasized the
need to keep standards relatively high,
1, Intangibles of social case work must be measured
to their physical manifestation,
2, Standards of adjustment must be relative to the
personal or environmental limitations of the
client,
3, Must be relative to soundness of approach and
particular case work technique and method In
each case,
4, Standards must be relative to the judgment of the
Intensity of treatment given In each case,
5, Appraisal must be relative to what might bo
47 Henry B, Elklnd, M.D., and Maurice Taylor, Ph,D,,
"The Evaluation of Juvenile Courts and Clinics,” America
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol, V,, ?j^3, July, 1935
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accomplished with the personal and financial resources
In proportion to the case loads of the better agencies,
not to the limitation of the agency being rated,
6. Judged relative to some philosophy of life (l.e,.
Catholic agencies place greater emphasis upon
baptism, confirmation, etc*},
7. Relative to the Importance of case worker as a
casual factor in bringing about observable changes
in the client,^®
These were formulated in reference to evaluation of
agency activities. They have much to offer when the evalua-
tion of a single case Is In question.
It is clearly evident that evaluations are of two
kinds. There Is one group of workers who set
standards of adjustment at various levels In terms
of social acceptability of the attitudes and acts
of their client. These standards are fixed and
constant, absolutistlc in nature. The problem in
evaluation Is to decide either at closing or at
follow-up, at which level of adjustment the condi-
tion of the patient placed him. The other group
of workers are not so interested in matching up
the status of a patient to an external norm of
adjustment. They think in more relative terms,
that the question of success or failure must be
judged In relation to factors inherent In the
patient and/or In the agency,^^
As an example of the "absolutistlc" method of setting
up standards is the so-called Wltmer Rating Scale, an objec-
tive scale by which the results of treatment could be
meas\ired. Five levels of adjustment are described In
behavioristic terms, The question of social cxnd
48 E. P, Reed, "The Relativity of Social Case Work,"
Proceedings national Conferences of Social Work , Vol, 58, p. 515.
49 Perl and Simon, op , clt .
50 Ibid.
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psychological adjustment Is deliberately disregarded. The
criterion of measurement Involves adjustment In three
spheres: 1) the home, 2) friends and 3) school or job. The
five-point scale is designed to show adjustment Improvement
in the relationships of problems In these three spheres,
A. Original problems have disappeared and no new
problems have appeared.
B. The problems referred to or revealed in treat-
ment definitely improved, though some traces
remain. No treatment reqiilred.
C. Some problems still exist sufficiently marked
to handicap a child in his adjustment. Further
treatment is required,
D. The child showed definite behavior or personali-
ty problems. New problems may have appeared.
There is definite maladjustment in two of three
spheres, A real need for treatment is indicated,
£. The child's problems more severe than when re-
ferred. New problems have probably appeared.
May be delinquent or show psychological traits.
Adjustment unsatisfactory in all three spheres.
This type of method is not readily adaptable to family
agency evaluations as a whole. It is desirable to have some
method whereby the flow of case work movement toward a goal
can be measured. The terms of measure must needs be more
general in context as "modified," "partially modified" and
"unmodified,
"
In the so-called relative approach to adjustment
rating the situation at closing • . • must be
related to the picture at the opening. In this
comparative approach, some writers are mainly
Interested in what happened to the symptoms or
complaints, ... a second group is mainly
a.S JnomJ’sjLrti^o laoigoiorfo'^eq
tii aovjL^Vfii aeni! lo ctct ie4ilo
Sffr 'XO looxfot (f. bar: a^.'':•; (i ^dai'.'a dflJ (I Tsoion'qr:
;^no.T*e /o-qiLj; ^nf»ca^ a;i[,f)s woria ou ai olane c^^^oq-97i:l
.•''‘lon'qa od'rrl^ o ^edvt ai enio£(io*sq lo co; i:jr{.'4noi;faXai aJt
wan oil .oaa b^-iegqqsali) ovurf a.uefio'jq XaK.23l*lO .A
.bo'iaeqqa ftTflfx K.iioldoiq
-ctae'iit nl ot-.i.ijevo'i Rcn^rdo^v.;, c>dl .2
neonif Bfcos iilQxro :'*' ^bovoT.rrfnf
.jb&'iJtiipwi J.fio'ijj otl
;i6''’iaa‘ vltnoloi'l^a d*5ixa IXUb 8trreXrfo-fq ©irioe .0
'rdridoii^ . I’ll oifld air siri nX aXIdo » qat'X^^Aff o,i
-1 Xarr"*Ti'’vq *10 'toXvarfocf ©.tlrxiltav bov^rorl^^ ftXtdo orfT .Ct
.be'ii:oqq« ?vQff vi*.a 8'7o£ciO''ic /f©^2 . ^a'jldoriq
•dft'irfj aO ov.' 1 fi!: Jnetu^ od LvX'iofi sX.
-i->XroXXni bX .rc -Waa'i:?^ 'icl Jbaaa Xflo-'i / , •it-j'isriqa
“•e^ nerf'V a^avee 9»xc>-!i axcaXdu'tq e*r»rxdt; erff ^ ^
, '$i’lor*qqs .->'Xy 'ivcrf er«.oIdO’ir ,b«'i;'X6l
1 f worft -xo d’aeii/pc ' Tai) od
My.ci? £X-i .'i J“fic.rad ui/f.M
tXXnnX od 5Cdiidqafc.c. ,:Xlbo»va don sX horfitr.i to oq^J aXdT
OiriOf od eXda^taeb •'tl ,©Xod-.7 i* aa antold^s/Xavd -^ona^a
lacj; » btawnj dasiaevora X*xow to #oIt ©rfd ^deiedw Xioddem
0tO.11 9d aXbo-c Snsmi e'twsfloa to Ejned 0 ** -beifrofi^a 6d aco
bitp ’’jbolttboic " ,baX'Ti£)0£si” as txodnoc aX Xfl'torias
• 4 It £ boflifli;*
daeodantoa od rfo«o-iqqa ^vJtdelo'x baXIao-oet add nl
0(5 dairai . * * 30I20X0 d3 notdei/dl^ odd Vviilds-s
aiffd kI . 2'iXnoqo eiM da modoXq odd od i>6d«X»‘'i
'Sfrilsu atadl'iw t'ii-x»e .dc£0*xqi.;a ovId e'lsqaioo
10 acodc/T^o fudd od oeiioqqud :t/fdv/ n.l. 00 jBf todflX
\:X4^i.naf eX quoig bnooes t ^adoX.cXqaoo
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occupied with whether the case has shown satisfactory
movements on a deep level toward socially approved
norms* Others are mainly concerned with the content
of the treatment plan, its validity and professional
competence, and the degree to which it has been
successfully carried • .
(The authors claim) three distinct areas of concern
in evaluation study, the agency, the client, the
community*
A* Prom the agency point of view success or failure
must be related to:
1* Function of the agency.
2. Availability and use of services within the
agency.
3. Competence of treatment plan.
4. Plow of treatment in relation to plan.
B. Prom the client's and his family's point of view
success or failure must be related to whether:
1. The original symptoms or problems have
either disappeared or been so modified
that they can be handled satisfactorily
without help.
2. The subjective discomforts associated
with symptoms have either disappeared or
been so modified that they can be handled
satisfactorily without help.
3. The patient or his family see a connection
between the activity of the agency and the
change in the situation behavior.
C. Prom the community point of view success or failure
must be related to whether the individual is still
a drain on the community in terms of a) more viola-
tions of the spirit or the letter of the law than
the community is ready to tolerate, or b) more
dependence or pathology than the community is
51 Ibid
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ready to tolerate ,^2
Price and Feldman have simplified these into a form more
easily adaptable to the individual case work use,
1, To what extent has treatment met with the client *s
request for help in u real way? Frequently the
client does not understand his real need,
2, How successfully has the case worker attained the
treatment goal set for himself? They realize that
the goal is often set too hl^ or is too theoreti-
cal.
3, At the end of treatment what changes are seen
a) in the underlying dynamics of the patient’s
personality?
b) in the patient’s functioning?^^
The newest F,S,A,A, Statistical Card^^ evaluates at
closing in terms of what the service has accomplished to en-
able the individual or family to handle his situations.
Ill, EVALUATION AT CLOSING
1, Service enabled family or individual to
handle situation better.
2, Service did not enable family or individual
to handle situation better,
3, Unable to evaluate.
The scale is still the two point one of success or
failure, which is an "absolutlstlc” method of evaluation.
52 Ibid .
63 Price and Feldman, "An Attempt at Case Work
Evaluation," News Letter , #9, p, 8, Spring 1940,
54 Form 1, 1947.
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i'j3 3 :>oBi/£av3 .r» oXc^aiJ darty^^fl edT
-£3o oi fjerfaiXc-faoooa b&j* ooi/'itta ©r'd :Jaf(w lo rtX giileolij
. Siiuii iOjjtfXfl «Xrf £>Xbaarr ot YTCtinal 10 LgiUbJtvlbiii. arid elda
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oX rx'ifjE>Xvii3fi t ^0 ^XX-'hjI balcTiHfra sylV'seC ,f
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.a^jBxrXfr. re oU eCdnnTT
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n'xo’vV ooaO ^<3 xt/J'* t.a3:xf'*Xo''I baa aol^’l Cfi
^rrliaf: ,6 .q ® ^xjoXJiEji/Xfivra
There is given the case worker a "catch all" In which
many cases will fall: "3. Unable to evaluate , " This would
contain seventeen of the twenty- three cases of the study
I
In April, 1947, a survey was made of the V/eymouth Family
Service Society by the Greater Boston Community Fund and
Council In conjiinction with the Weymouth Community Chest*
This survey found seventy per cent of the cases to be
successful* Thirty per cent of cases were considered
failures* The survey was graded upon the following basis,
which Is a "relative" method of evaluation,
I* Positive
1* Did the problem fall within agency function?
2* Was the diagnosis discriminating?
3* Was positive service given?
II, Negative
1* Diagnosis not properly made,
2, Client not able to benefit by help,
a) Not treatable,
b) Client withdrew,
c) Client moved away*
3* Diagnosis made; no service given,
a) Failure of worker,
b) Lack of community resources.
The use of relative criteria is:
,
•, , a clinical point of view. It Is focused on the
status and problems of the client and the character
and services of the agency, and attempt to define
outcomes In terms of relationships among these
at b ’mJ'iow Gfii’ :u rlQ at e'isriT
Jpli/ov.' aJt/i*!’ “ ^ zi&jl e.V'd o;J; .e ’ ^BiyTi .y*' i.CI i'Y rXl»v ’^'J-cia
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yfiB tvu'^ in-jfc,;SoC coctoofl *ta;tB©'if' ofl:t '5;^<5Xoofi eotV'rsS
^ tooify v;J tni/naBoO rfico/n^oW oxii d^iir aolist(is.tlisoo at ItofWOO
fid od 3082? e«Ht lo Jnoo ceq \;;^uf»V93 I)fUJoi \:ot^0s afcriT
jb^ roMtATiOO ono';9 aoBoo lo d’coo 'xoc .Xdoaoooue
,aXBacl 3f!-two(Xot adS iTOqc c&w Y^v'i.ia orf?
* olJ'flijXcvj To boffooPT •oTJtc^Blon’' a sX rfoidw
eYiittzoH .1
fcoX^tyfid \i0ft08fc Cr.al r:^>Ccfo*j:q erfcJ' JdXC ,X
«aX:'A’i03tb alcoc^cli) bbW .S
7iTf?vJt3 eoJtV'rea ^v^^X80^ ea*' .'I
ov.t;^£igo’.‘ .II
,c^«;i2 vCrt-.qo'xq ^oa uXcor.gnKl .1
.iylfl<f qilococf od- oTcfa *oil ^aallO .S
. Jc!f (o
.
/a’Tbi'fdJtw triXitlZ^ (cf
.
;,aWJ3 bovOjM ^iiolXO (o
,rt<ivi^3 eoX^^&fi on ;eJbsfl; Bi^joagotu .S
, tdJiqytf Oco OTnX.^*^r * *
.aoO'Ufoeo*! ^tliUKiiGioo 1 ' >looJ
ibX tjO’XlBXoi lo src orfT
odT rto T'otwo*"/! 3^ t.X .>/oiv' ?.c latoq XooXftilo a. ,• .
eiXi Jbna qnyXIo e:U To tjnefdo'jq Hina etidsda
ariXToJb oc^ .T !xkP eool'/ios baa
oceifcf grtuiriD aqlffrinotJ’aXtJi 10 cwii'xo.t cl aoaioo^uo
variables. It Is therefor© dynamic and functional in
nature, not having the simple clarity of a defined
norm as a measuring rod, ®
The study of these various methods leads to the
conclusion that an adeqiiate method for the evaluation of
case work services may be devised. This will be a method of
the "relative" type of evaluation.
55 Perl and Simon, 0£, cit .
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
This is a study of the method used by the Family Service
Association of America (statistical card lA) for evaluating
the case work services of a family agency rendered in the
solution of a client’s problem. This method (on statistical
card 1A) was added to the revised card in 1940 and as a
method for evaluating the case procedures generally prevailing
at that time the method appeared to be adequate. However,
with the rapid shift of case work emphasis from services
focTised upon the modification of a client’s problem to the
present method of case work which using psychiatric case work ,
skills is focused upon the understanding of the personality
of the client who has a particular problem and his adjustment
to it, the card lA method has ceased, in the minds of many
workers, to be useful.
After considerable study during 1947 the P.S.A.A. has
devised a new card (Form 1) for the use of member family
service societies and for those other family agencies which
though not members of the association follow its recommenda-
tions regarding statistical practice. This newest card has
revised the lA method of evaluation in an effort to meet some
of the many objections to it and in recognition of the
IV fCST'IAiiO
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be&u lK>ff;teci axf^ ^o ybtf^a e el aiflT
anlcteuLTlav® lol (AX b'\.?o Xaoiiet^ta^a ) aoItieniA lo noWBlnosaA
dd.t al fci.^'ieba©’! \oae^B /X.tmal a to a©olv^- b .Atiqv; ©Biso ori:t
Xooi;t»iX^flC^a no) hotT^am ftl/fT .moldoiq B’iJnoiXo a to noldt/XoB
^ e« i)Xt6 0^91 nt b^ao bs alvei'^ o ’X o;f naj (AX biio
^KjtXlav^'iq ^XlP-ioneg ao'wbftocnq &zp:> edi snltex/Icvs Tiot iJoridoar
,*ro'f«>woH ,oi^i»ifpabfl ®<J oj no'xsoqqa bofl;tara edA Sad^ da
86017168 KOit aiaflrfqft^o ^iiow oaao to dtlda blqai odd ddlw
erfd od woXJoiq a’dnoiXo a to noldaoltlbofa odd aoqu boai/oot
2iiovy ©BOO olidalffo^eq gniao rfolriir diow ©eao to iX)ddoni daoBOfcq
•^AlCsnoaioq odd to salbned aioJonu orfd noqi/ bdoiroot al oXXlAe
dndindRjj^;b 0 Bid bna r.eXdoiq leXi/oidicq a aorl oriw dwolXo odd to
ViiBoi to aJbiilrj? odd nl tbonaoo ftuxf bodd'jia AX biao arid ,dl od
.Xntoeo ed od
sari .odd f;>9X ^nlix/b T5 t-\0da eldaioblaaoc lodtA
5:Xl(a&t 't&dnoia to oai/ orfd lOt (X mo'^) foioo vroo u bealvob
doldw oolonaca ^rt.a«»t xoddo ©sorfd lot bird afldalooa oolviae
-abijotJiwoodi adl woXIot aoldBloonea odd to Bioditiaaa don rfgjjodd
*5Gd biao d 2e v*?n nhrfT ^eoldoaiq XBoldaldade j^iXMa^oi aaold
offloa daojt o>t Giotto f:.: nl nc!di?irXavo to boddarp AX odd baaivoi
add to rtolTln^.oot-i al ixi*5 J t o? »^iOldoa{;do \;aa« add to
presently held concept that all problems referred to the
family agency be given case work services as we now under-
stand the meaning of these services. Form 1 has simplified
the listing of the "problems presented" and eliminated the
listing of "services rendered,"
The card lA method of listing "presenting problems"
balanced by "services rendered" is in itself an evaluative
process in that no service is checked as rendered \inless
there is checked a problem directly related to it. By
implication, an effort is made to indicate the value of the
services through their effectiveness in the modification of
the client's problem from agency and client standpoint. In
those cases where no modification in the problem has resulted
from case work service the method also attempts to indicate
the source of failure by items 3, Problem unmodified because
of limitations of case work resources within the agency ;
4, Problem unmodified because of lack of community resources
and 5, Problem unmodified becaiiae of limitations in client's
capacity
.
Some agencies indicate a preference to continue
to use the statistical card lA, mainly because the more
complete breakdown of "problems presented" and "services
rendered" has been valuable for interpretation to the
smaller commxinity which they serve*
This study is an attempt to measure the effectiveness
of the card lA method of evaluation. In this attempt an
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Intensive stxidy was made of the case material in the Weymouth
Family Service Society relating to about one qiiarter of the
families who applied to the agency d\irlng the year 1946 .
Prom the study of this material the study shows that no real
understanding of the card lA evalxiation can be had without
access to the case work material. This is because of the
many vague and intangible qualities of case work treatment,
which though related to the solution of the problem, make
impossible a "yes” or "no" answer on modification.
The study has shown that frequently "seeds" which have
been planted during the course of treatment will not have
matured when the case is closed. The element of time
necessary for the growth and maturation of these "seeds” can-
not be disregarded. Therefore it frequently happens that a
case cannot be evaluated at closing as is required by the
card lA method.
The study has found that seventeen of the twenty-three
study cases could not be completely and/or adequately
evaluated by the card lA method and shows clearly that the
method is not an adequate method for the evaluation of the
case work services of the family agency,
A search was made through the literature written since
1914 and a study was made of the various methods devised for
the evaluation of case work services. This study has shown
that case work services cannot be adequately evaluated by
n^tirOitrcoW orf;* i ooen ec'-t *10 vbBcn enw ©vlan&itjoJ;
8iirf ^o 's.Qtnsijjp oao Jyod£ o:t jirixufile'i '^d^oJtacB ©olv-ieB
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odrf lo e^ftsj'^oed a.c iid3* . ?i^ov uaBo ©rfj- ort esdooB
^iaeTclBe'ii a/rcow 88>30 lo 8^tX.tlX*^’fj‘n elcftnna^jni: bna yaam
oAes ,fiiftrdo't'-; ddw lo «olJ*/ro?. a'^i bo^eXa'i ii^uo'’:i doldw
.flOXJBcMXboxc fio Te'varrr: io ’’as^'” c eXdlseoqjfiX
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©d't b?i^.tijp©'X «X sa 31. isOi'.; J s bsitau/avo fHj ^oxircao ecao
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4^£!©v.’l dffl lo fioei'nox’ea ladl fcm^ol- aarf '^cdota ©xfT
XX-j^w/peba ‘xoXoca YXoJoXqxfloD od lOf- foXxioo eesao -^bifla
orXt Xstt':^ zjtoda bflB borfX»m AC jj*iBO ©rfl bed -ivlavo
erf;f lo aoictpifTfi^e edl «ilo1 bodXem ©d-'^irpebe ioa bX borfXf«*
.'^onea-p \:CX£iLdl lo eeoXv'tea jidow obbo
aonXc nod-.li’XT# ©ni/j «*'io.tXI f-dd ©b«'?t «e?/ 'f.' »iad« A
«iol bp'aXvob Rbcdd‘j«t sxfoX'ivjv ©dcf lo ebafli e.aw o bna ^X6X
HTvorfe serf ’tjiufXs aXdr .Reoivd-^s e?'.ao lo noxiaalav^ orid’
y'» b.'»j.-tai/X'3Vft ^{Xt d aiipeta :>cf lonnfto at?otY‘iea aeao Isrfl
those methods which set up ”absolutistic criteria" for use in
evaluation, such as the two point (modified or unmodified)
method of the card lA* It seems to the writer that those
i
methods described by Perl and Simon as using "relative '
criteria" and using the relationships of the inherent vari- I
ables of the agency, the client and the commxinity are more
j
adaptable for use in evaluating the case work services of ^
family agencies. These methods show in terms which can be
measured the flow of case work movement toward a goal. They
take into account the client and his problem at the time of
i
f
referral and his adjustment or lack of it at the time of
closing. By these methods consideration is given to the
discrimination with which diagnosis has been made, the skill
with which treatment has been planned and carried out and the ,
client's capacity to use treatment. The "relative criteria"
method of evaluation will consider the services which the
agency has to offer in relation to "community demands" and
those which are offered by the best of similar agencies
within the community. If failure to meet the requirements of
the relative criteria is indicated, the method will ^scribe
the failure to factors inherent in the agency, in the client
Or in the community.
It is, therefore, suggested that it should be possible
to devise a set of relative criteria which may be used in the
evaluation of services rendered by a family agency in
J
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assisting its clients to solve their problems. It should be
possible to determine if the success of treatment is partial
or total in its accomplishment by the use of positive
criteria, for example, even though a client’s problem is
unmodified she may have made a good adjustment to it; a fair
adjustment to it; a poor adjustment to it or no adjustment to
it.
If no adjustment to the problem was made, the use of
negative criteria will indicate wherein lies the difficulty
and possible why, for example, a good diagnosis may have been
made and the case work s ervice may have been adequate and the
plan still fail because of the lack in the client’s capacity
to use treatment ; or the client may have moved away from the
agency area before treatment has been completed, or the client
may have withdrawn from agency Influence ,
The writer recommends that further studies be made toward
the formulation of a usable and adequate method for the
evaluation of case work services which, using the psychiatric
case work skills as tools, attempt to gain a thorough under-
standing of the dynamics of the client’s personality, and
through this understanding attempt to make possible for him
a solution of his problem.
As a preliminary to the formulation of methods of
evaluation the writer feels that it would be well worth the
time and effort if a clearly stated definition were made of
3cf bJjJOfie il .ataoldo^iq -lierict evXoa ed^aeXIo e«Ji:
tl r.aeoous orfc^ tl o:t ©Xdlaeoq
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©riX '£0^ t'OrIX ) tr fe'daupabe Jbn© aXdaax/ © lo coXXali/iano'i t/rfX
oXiX©if/aYBC oriX «rioXfIw edoXvnae if^xov ss/::r '>o noXXaulBv®
-'x^bxxjj rignonoriX a tXaa oX XqmoXXa ,wXooX r.XIlTfa 5i‘row ©aao
bna ^Y^XIsnoen^jq a’XnoXIo eriX lo ec-Xii'iny^ briX lo snXJbnaXE
fflXri 'iolc eXdXr.soq 02(301 oX Xq/uoXX© arXXxiaiL^ rir r.XffX ff^;r»tr(X
.it'oXdo iq siri to noiiutop a
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lo ofcBia o*tew iroiXlnXtob boX^Xs © *iX Xiotte bna einlX
what is attempted by the case work services of today in the
solution of a client's problem. Today's case work services
are more apt to be bound by the limitations of reality factors
than the limits of what can be accomplished by good case work.
Some statement should be made of the limits to which the case
work service of today is willing to go in its attempt to
solve the client's problems unhampered by the limitations of
reality factors. A method of evaluation based upon such a
clearly stated definition of case work aims and modified, for
practical use, by a minimum of limitations due to reality
factors, would be valuable today for use in evaluating case
work services; and in the future as a basis for changing
methods of evaluating the changing case work techniques.
ApproTed
Richcird K. Conant
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Chapter I
PURPOSES OF FAMILY SERVICE STATISTICS
Casework service is no exception to the general tendency throughout
all areas of human endeavor to supplement qualitative description with
quantitative measures. "The primary purpose of the family service agency
is to assist individuals of any family in developing the opportunity and
the capacity for satisfying and socially useful lives, This purpose is
carried out through "social casework treatment" and through "community
leadership in the advancement of education for family living and in the
%
improvement of social conditions directly affecting family life."
Little progress has yet been made in measuring the extent of service
given or the success of casework treatment, nor have ways been devised for
measuring the extent or effectiveness of community leadership activities.
It is possible, however, to state the number of families who receive case-
work service at a given time, the variations in this from month to month,
and the period of time over which service is received. Since service to
families is the principal reason for the existence of an agency, the num-
ber of families served is of the greatest importance in the operation of
the agency, in interpretation of its program to the community, and in
procurement of financial support. The importance of such a count is ob-
vious to any executive. Because it is less apparent to the casework
practitioner and the supervisor, some elaboration of the reasons for its
value may be appropriate here.
The agency executive or administrator needs to know the size of the
^ Report of the Committee on Current and Future Planning , F.S.A.A,, June, 1946.
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agency case load and the changes that occur in this froa time to time as
a rou^ gauge of the dimensions of operations. When seen in relation to
popula’tion^ this indicates the extent to which the community is using the
agency and may suggest the need for a better understanding of agency pro-
gram or of change in services offered. Changes in case load studied in
relation to chauiges in agency services are suggestive of community response
to the new service. An upward or downward trend in case load may point to
desirable expansion or contraction of staff. In the districted agency,
variations in loads in the different districts call for redistricting
or redistribution of staff among the districts.
The executive needs these figures not only for purposes of internal
administration, but in reporting to the community on the services of the
agency, in discussing with planning bodies the role of the agency in the
social welfare structure of the community
»
and in presenting to budgetary
bodies the financial needs of the agency. The niimber of cases receiving
financial assistance is also important in budgeting and in planning.
The size of case loads of individual workers is useful to the super-
visor in deciding on the assignment of cases and in evaluating perfoi-mance.
Attention to size of case load does not preclude qualitative considerations.
The caseworker who does excellent work on 20 cases may be a more efficient
and valuable staff member than one who does mediocre work on 35 cases. How-
ever, performance of a worker who accomplishes only mediocre work on 20
cases might well be questioned. The caseworker also has use for facts
about the size of his case load in reviewing his own work. The size of
load, proportion of new cases, the niimber of inactive cases needing service,
the intensity of activity as suggested by number of interviews are all
factors to bo considered by caseworker and supervisor in planning together.
Progress in the development of casework theory, and improvement in
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casework practice and agency organization depend in part on analysis of
individual cases and stucfy of individual agency program and structure.
They would be greatly facilitated by statistical measures, relating the
effectiveness of service to the nature of the problems presented and to
the types of service offered. The Statistical Card constitutes a begin-
ning in this direction. In a desire to avoid losing sight of the individual
case by grouping it with others, caseworkers have had some tendency to
generalize from the individual case without checking these generalizations
against experience with numbers of relatively similar cases. It is impor-
tant to appreciate the relation of casework statistics to individual
practice and to the development of the field.
If case count statistics have these values and uses, if th^ have a
close tie with seirvice to clients and with agency program, then it is im-
portant that they be accurate. If figures are to be coi*rect for a given
date and are to be compared for different workers, they must be computed
in a consistent manner by all the workers. If they are to be compared
from month to month and year to year, they should be consistent for the
various dates. If they are to serve as a basis of comparison with other
agencies or as a basis for national tabulations, their computation must be
uniform among different agencies in different communities.
The employment of statistical technicians end the use of mechanlceil
methods of tabulation will not make casework statistics accurate, consis-
tent or uniform. Adequate and comp>arable statistics can be achieved only
in one way; that is, acceptance by the field of the best method of classi-
fication that can be developed at a given time, and care on the part of
each caseworker to record and repx>rt his cases according to the method
accepted. It is well that classifications be questioned and definitions
challenged with a view to revision and improvement, but if individual
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workers and agencies set up their own classifications and interpret defini-
tions in their own individual ways comparable and meaningful statistics
will not exist.
The methods of recording and reporting described here represent the
best that the F.S.A.A. Committee on Statistics and Information Service has
been able to devise to date in consultation with Dr. Ralpjh G. Hurlin,
Director of the Statistical Department of the Russell Sage Foundation, Mrs.
Esther Moore, Director of the Department of Statistics of the Community
Chests and Councils, Inc., and on the basis of correspondence with the field.
The basic classifications and definitions included are those developed
by the Russell Sage Foundation for the use of agencies regularly reporting
monthly family casework statistics to the Foundation. They have been
accepted by the Community Chests and Councils, Inc. for the use of family
agencies peu-ticipating in the Social Statistics Project, transferred to
that organization from the U.S. Children's Bureau in 1945.
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Chapter HII
STATISTICAL CARD
Form lA
The Statistical Card is primarily an attempt to provide a tool by
which private family casework agencies may analyze the content of their
case loads for the purpose of interpreting their work. Agency boards end
constituents as well as the general public are interested not only in the
extent of service, as indicated by the agency case count, but in the nature
of service given. In order to provide this information, the present Sta-
tistical Card was developed in 1940 by the Committee on Statistical
Interpretation of the Association, on the basis of the experience of
agencies with other devices of this sort and after experimental use by a
number of agencies of the list of problems and services on this card. It
provides data on problems presented, services rendered, and the frequency
with which problems are modified in the course of casework treatment.
Since the card constitutes the only index to material in the case re-
cords, it should also be a useful guide in making special studies from
recorded material. In so far as the use of the card requires analysis of
individual case problems and their treatment, it may assist the worker to
clarify and evaluate the service of the agency to the particular client.
The cards may also be useful to the supervisor in reviewing with a worker
his case load.
The face of the card furnishes certain factual data which experience
has shown are helpful in giving a picture of families and individuals known
to the agency, such as size of family, age, nationality, and so on. To
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these have been added source of income classifications which have signifi-
cance in casework (see p. 50),
fhe inside of the card presents a listing of the kinds of situations
with which casework is concerned, with a list of seirvices under the same
general categories. The list of problems is focused on the function of the
family agency, the sub-headings indicating the particular reason or condi-
tion that brings the category within, the function of the agency. For
example, although unemployment is a problem to memy individuals, a private
family agency accepting a case in which there is unemployment is influenced
by the existence of other factors in the life or attitude of the unemployed
person indicating the need for and possibility of casework treatment.
Since the list is limited to those problems that are appropriately
within the area of treatment by a private family agency, no attempt has been
made to include all social disabilities that may be present in the case
load of the agency. Space is provided under each heading so that categories
of particular interest may be added by individual agencies.
This schedule of problems and seirvices is a work sheet, purposely
technical in language in an effort to secure some precision of thinking
concerning diagnosis and treatment. On this account, it is intended for
direct use only by practicing caseworkers, in order that the data checked
may have as much validity as possible. It is expected that the list will
highlight the case load by offering ready access to specific kinds of
situations which may be suggestive to the caseworker in describing the work
of the agency either directly to the public or to those carrying responsi-
bility for such interpretation.
For effective interpretation to the public, it is expected that only
the broad categories such as employment, family relationships, health, and
so on, will be used and that the descriptive breakdowns in these categories
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wlll be translated into every day terminology, avoiding the technical phrases
used on the card. Under no conditions is it intended that the list of pro-
blems and services set up on the form be reproduced for purposes of
interpretation without modification.
Some dissatisfaction has been expressed with the Statistical Card.
Although the list of problems and services is focused on family agency func-
tion, caseworkers have indicated difficulty in utilizing these groupings
for parti cxalaur cases. Difficulty has also been found In translating these
concepts Into terminology meaningful to the general public. However, few
suggestions of ways of improving the card have been made. It is the
intention of the Committee on Statistics and Information Service to devote
further study to the card with a view to its revision, if a more satisfactory
form can bo devised for accomplishing the purposes of the Statistical Card.
USE OF CARD
The Statistical Card may be used for all Cases of Service for Clients;
however, since it is often not feasible to secure much of the information
called for on cases known very briefly to the agency, the card is usually
restricted to cases involving two or more client interviews. In some agen-
cies, the card is made up at the time when the second interview is recorded;
in others, it is not made up vintil the time of closing. For some purposes
it is more useful to have fairly complete data on a limited number of cases
than to have incomplete data on all cases, but it cannot bo assximed that
the cases involving two or more client interviews are a representative
sample of the total case loeui, and that the distribution of social char-
acteristics and of problems and services for this group of cases is the
same as it would be for the total case load.
The Statistical Card is used for one fiscal year. If a case is
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reopened during the year, or if a case is transferred from one district to
another in a districted agency, the same card is used.
RECORDING OF DATA ON FACE OF CARD
Since the data on the face of the Statistical Card are very similar
to those recorded on the Application Fora (Form 2), the Instructions given
in Chapter V can be used in filling in the face of the card except for the
\
following Items:
Code ; For the use only of the person taking the information off the
card.
Status for fiscal Year :
Carried over from Previous Year : Check if the case was carried over
from the previous year.
Intake during the Year : Check if the case is opened for the first
time during the present year or is reopened, having been closed
prior to the present fiscal year. (Reopened cases which were last
closed within the present fiscal year will have alreacfy been checked
as carried over or as intake, since the same card is used in cases
recurring within the year. The dates of opening show how many times
the case recurs within any one fiscal year.)
Status in (Xirrent Month : fhis section is for the use of caseworkers
who may find it convenient to record on this card the monthly activity
or inactivity on a given case. For definitions of these terms see
Russell Sage Foundation, definitions , page 15.
Relief Status in Current Month (Source of Income Classification):
^ere duplication occurs between two or more of the categories list-
ed in either the Relief or Non-Relief section because a family has
income from several sources, it is suggested that priority be given
arbitrarily to the categories us arranged on the card, as on the
Case Worker's Work Sheet (see p. 50 for definitions).
CHECKING OF PROBLEMS AND SERVICES
The problems and services are checked when the case is closed.
Most eigencies use a check ( y/ ) to designate a problem presented by,
or a service rendered in relation to, any member of the family or the family
as a whole. Certain items lend Uioraselves to the designation of individual
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meabers; others clearly affect the entire family. If agencies wish to
tabulate the number of indivlduals concerned or want to know exactly which
member of the family is affected, the member or members of the family
concerned can be designated by means of the numbers 1, 2, 5, 4, and so on,
as given on the face of the card for each member of the household.
Ary number of problems or services can be checked for the same family.
In other words, no attempt should be made to check only the predominant
problem or the chief service rendered. Ordinarily, no service will be
checked unless a corresponding problem has been checked. The card is so
arranged that additional problems and services can be added in each section
if an agency so desires.
DEFINITIONS OF PROBLEMS
A, Economic
1, Lack of knowledge of available resources: Those who lack know-
ledge of provisions of the law for various types of public assistance
of the requirements for public assistance, social insurance, and the
like; of ^eir equity in insurance or property, compensation awards
and so on; of funds from private sources available to them, such as
those for special nationality and religious groups.
2, Problems of financial planning and home management caused by
lowered standards or marginal income: Those in situational diffi-
culties where the need is for help in budgeting and in understanding
and applying a knowledge of homemaking and home economics.
5. Problems of financial planning and homo management complicated by
intellectual or emotional difficiilty: Those whose problems of bud-
geting are similar to No. 2 but complicated by attitudes toward
money, status, carrying of responsibility; by lack of planfulness,
resourcefulness, adjustability, and so on. Emphasis is on the per-
sonality and intellectual factors, rather than solely on the need
for help in financial planning.
4, f’inancial need due to lack of support from members of the family;
Those whose income is affected by lack of support from the head of
the family or working children or other relatives if there is a
legitimate social responsibility to give support.
5. Resistance to using available resources: Those familiar with
resources as outlined in No. 1, but reluctant to make application

for them, or to make adjustments necessary to prove eligibility, or
to use their own or other resoxirces, such as to cash in insurance or
sell property,
6. ^’inancial need which must be met if casework treatment is to be
effective: Emphasis here is on the relation of financial need to
other problems. Include cases in which the agency gives financial
assistance to cover any or all of the maintenance needs in order to
facilitate casework objectives, regardless of whether the need can
be met from other sources. This category also includes cases in
which the plan of treatment wovild be hampered if certain needs beyond
the basic budget were not met directly by the agency.
7, financial need not met by public agency affecting plan for ad-
justment: Those whose financial need, usually acute or temporary,
cannot be met by the public agency because of lack of legal provi-
sion or to breakdown in the process of administration. This category
is different from No. 6 in that financial assistance is not avail-
able from the public agency. It ordinarily includes cases In which
the giving of financial assistance will lead to a fairly immediate
economic adjustment.
Employment
10. Persons with good work history and prospects for work needing
casework service: Placeable clients for whom specieil casework effort
in helping to secure employment is indicated to relieve the situation.
11. Persons needing vocational counseling or training: In addition
to young people, include those whose skills are no longer usable or
in demand in the industrial world, or persons misplaced vocationally.
Emphasis here is on employment aspects and therefore the category
does not include the aged, handicapped, or those sxiffering from
Illness.
12. Personality factors affecting employability: Those of any age,
idiether employed or not, whose attitudes toward employers, conditions,
or other factors affect or are likely to affect employability, such
as strong reactions against authority, prejudices about unionization;
anxiety symptoms, alcoholism, and other conditions if they affect
employment.
13. Persons attempting to adjust to Job requiring change in employment
status: Those needing help to maintain employability because Job ad-
justment is threatened by having to accept a less responsible or less
skilled job. This item differs from No. 12 in that the problem is
related to a change in work status.
14. Unemployment of head of family affecting family relationships:
Those whose family life is disturbed by the fact that the head of
the family is unemployed, such as situations in which the wife of
an unemployed man may be the bread-winner, or children rather than
the father are employed. The unemployment may be temporary or per-
manent.
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15. Unemployed persons beyond the cvirrent industrial age level:
Those who actually are (rather than think they are) beyond the wnploy-
ment age in relation to their own particvilar trade, skill, or experi-
ence, recognizing that the actual age level varies in different
fields.
C. Family Relationships
18-21. It is considered that these categories are self-explanatory.
They include all varieties of difficxilties among members of the
family in which there is an emotional coloring.
22. Problems related to pregnancy: Those to whom pregnancy is a
problem, as indicated by physical fears, emotional disturbance
anticipatory to pregnancy, rejection of coming child; attitudes of
other members of the family towards pregnancy.
23. Absence of parent or substitute parent: Refers to minor children.
24. Separation from family or relatives: Those in aiTy age group to
whom lack of close ties is a particular problem.
25. Difficulty in relationship to other relatives: Those to whom
emotional involvement with relatives pijesents a particiilar problem.
26. Irregularities in legal status causing fears or conflicts: Those
whose situations involve irregularities connected with marital status,
such as illegitimacy, common law marriage, bigamy and so on; problems
in which fear of discovery and resulting action play a part such as
illegal entry into the country, breaking parole; or ar^ other problem
centering around legal factors disturbing to the home situation.
27. Actual or potentieil anti-social behavior affecting family life:
Emphasis is on the behavior as it affects family life rather than
on its effect on employment or the social adjustment of the person
concerned.
D, and E. Health—Mental and Physical : The definitions cover both mental
and physical health. Check under appropriate categories as indicated by
columns D and E on the 8ched\ile.
50. Ignorance of disease and its implications: Persons who show a
simple lack of knowledge of the Illness end its meaning, rather than
those in whom fears or other emotional complications have developed
around the illness. The patient or any member of the family may
present this problem.
51. Illness affecting capacity for social and industrial adjustment:
Persons whose physical or mental condition, alight or serious,
complicates social and industrial adjustment. This may include
situations in which protection is needed from pressures in the en-
vironment as well as situations in which understanding of the envir-
onment is needed by the client.
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52. Acute or chronic illness creating changes in the family structure:
Cases where illness changes the pattern or structvxre of family life;
for example, situations in which either parent is too handicapped to
take hie natural place. Differs from No. 35 in that there is no actual
removal.
33. Acute or chronic illness resulting in removal from the family group:
Cases in which there is actual removal of any member of the family,
such as for hospitalization or commitment.
54. Need for readjustment following institutional care: Those with
emotional or social problems centering around community and family
life following hospitalization or institutional care.
56. Acute or chronic illness or physical incapacity arousing fears or
conflicts in the individual or others in the family: Emphasis is on
the emotional reaction either in the patient or ary member of the
family, such as fears of- infection, social condemnation, or ostracism;
fears of being imposed upon to give care; conflicts about contributing
to the condition; about being influenced by the behavior or attitude
of the mentally sick, and so on.
56. Resistance to using resources for treatment: This may be resis-
tance either in the patient or ary member of the family to admitting
a need for treatment, accepting particular resources available, or
following recommendations by a physician for specific types of
treatment.
F. Social and Environmental
39. School problems Involving family situation: School failure,
difficulties in getting along with teachers or other children, or
other school problem if it appears to be closely related to a home
situation such as financial stringency; attitudes of parents toward
school adjustment or education; conflicts in family relationships
affecting the child's adjustment at school.
40. Inability to find or use educational or recreational facilities:
Those who have an interest in such resources but whose lack of
knowledge or familiarity prevents their use.
41. Ignorance or non—acceptance of established cultural patterns:
Such problems as differences in standards and culture between two
generations; different national backgrounds in the same family; lack
of familiarity with or resistance to traditionally accepted ways of
living; or ary other marked divergence from the accepted culture
which creates problems for any members of the family directly or
indirectly.
42. Change of residence affecting family adjustment: Those who have
difficulty in adjusting to a new and strange environment and in
becoming a part of the life of the community.
43. Problems in relation to housing affecting family life: Those
affected by lack of adequate living arrangements such as lack of
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privacy, inadequate space to permit social enjoyment of the home,
or any sub-standard physical condition such as lack of conveniences
making for poor home management or unnecessary drudgery, or any other
housing condition that affects health or family life adversely.
DEFINITIONS OF SERVICES
"Services in relation to" includes the entire range of methods and
resources, whether within or without the agency, which the caseworker takes
responsibility for utilizing in order to obtain objectives of treatment in
the individual case. This may include the use of special services such as
those of a visiting housekeeper or visiting nurse; discussion with the client
of specific problems such as habit-training for children, budgeting, and
so on; interpretation and assistance in the selection of resources as, for
example, clinics, nursery school, and the like; or assistance given throu^
interviewing methods to help the client toward better understanding of his
situation or of himself in relation to it.
A. Economic : Services in relation to
1. Helping the client make use of economic resources in the community:
Includes referral to public assistance in various forms, to special
funds for which the client is eligible, and so on.
2. Helping the client make use of his own economic resources: Includes
assistance in realizing equity in life insurance or property, in
establishing eligibility for social insurance or compensation; help
in budgeting income or in household management.
5. Personality factors affecting management of income (explanation
refers also to B. 9, C. 16, D. and E. 23): Referral to a psychiatrist
and the preparation for it would be included here as well as direct
or indirect treatment by the caseworker. Any method or direction of
treatment the purpose of which is towards re-enforcing the person-
ality strengths of the client should be checked here. This service
may be given indirectly through other members of the family, for
example, using camp resources for children in order to relieve
emotional or psychological pressures on the parents.
Check vmder A. 3, B. 9, C. 16, or D. or E. 25 according to the situ-
ation or situations upon which this service is focused.
4. financial assistance met directly by the agency: ^’inancial assis-
tance in any amount or in any form given directly by the agency.
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B. Employment : Services in relation to
7. Helping the client make use of opportunities: Referral to sources
of emploTment such as employment agencies, or prospective employers,
or direct efforts made by the caseworker to find or create opportuni-
ties for work.
8. Training, counseling, and preparation for employment: Include for
any age group assistance in selecting type of employment for which
best fitted, arranging training or re-training opportunities, or any
method used to prepare the person for employment.
9. Personality factors influencing employment: ^ee explanation. A, 3.
10. Helping the client understand and accept industrial situations:
In contrast with No. 9, this item has to do entirely with the reality
situation of employment. Include consideration of such factors as
age, lack of experience, change in technical skills, and the like as
they affect any age group,
C. family Relationships : Services in relation to
13, Helping the client make use of resources for easing the situation:
Use of ary community or agency resource if utilized primarily to
diminish emotional strain in the family.
14, Helping the family work out adjustments of living arrangements:
Any form of assistance such as financial assistance, help with budget-
ing, or mobilizing resources in order to bring about improvement in
living conditions as, for example, establishing independent living
arrangements, increasing size of living quarters, or removal to a
more suitable neighborhood.
15, Training and development of children: Include the giving of
information in direct discussion concerning problems of habit train-
ing, explanations of behavior, use of literature, the selection and
interpretation of schools, recreational and cultural facilities for
children, and so on.
16, Personality factors influencing family conflicts: See explanation
A. 3.
17, Legal procedures affecting fejnily or personal conflicts: Would
usually involve acquainting client with legal resources such as courts,
legal aid, and so on; interpreting the possible effects or the signi-
ficance of undefined legal status, either emotionally or as it consti-
tutes a practical handicap to those concerned.
D. and E, Health—Mental and Physical : Services in relation to
20, Helping the client understand the facts and implications of the
illness: Involves interpretation, usually to members of the family
other than the patient, either directly by the caseworker or obtained
by him from other sources. May include use of special services, such
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as, dietician, psychiatrist, psychiatric social worker, visiting
nurse, and so on.
21. Helping the client use resources available for treatment: In-
clude information about the existence or the function of medical
resources, preparation of the client for using such resources; direct
referral to them; consultation with personnel or the preparation of
medical or psychiatric summaries, end so on; as well as helping to
break down resistance based on misinformation about such resources.
22. Helping the client work out adjustment of living arrangements:
llffers from C, 14 in that the change in living arrangements is made
because of mental or physical health.
25. Personality factors influenced by illness: See explanation A. 5.
24. Helping the client recognize the need for treatment: Chief
difference between this and No. 20 is that it is a service to the
patient himself in helping him to recognize the need for care rather
than, as in No. 20, interpretation to members of the family. Such
interpretation of facts and implications to the patient would be
re-enforcing to that received from physician or clinic personnel, if
the person is under treatment, and would assist him in securing
treatment if not yet accepted.
F. Social and Environmental Situations : Services in relation to
27. Helping client use resources within community for correcting
situation: Refers chiefly to objective social or environmental
conditions rather than to subjective factors within the family mem-
bers. Examples might be: help in securing citizenship, referral to
classes for English; use of group activities; help in correcting
detrimental neighborhood conditions; end so on.
28. Interpretation of cultural standards: Include giving information
about end Interpretation of accepted ways of living in the given
community.
29. Protecting the interest of children to relieve acute distress:
A temporary service, usually in a crisis, given by family agencies
not ordinarily having the function of child care agencies. Include
such services as providing shelter or temporary foster care, mobilia-
ing services of relatives or friends or others on an emergency basis.
Differs from No. 50 in that a responsible adult member of the family
participates in the plan.
50. Protecting the interest of children in non-voluntary referrals:
Include situations in idiich the objective is to determine whether the
family can use other sex^ces of the agency. Referrals for agency
service are commonly made by schools, courts, churches, relatives,
neighbors, and so on, on behalf of the children in the family.
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CHECKING OF EVALUATION AT CLOSING
The evaluation at closing is checked when the crse is closed the first
time during the current fiscal year. If the case is reopened end closed
again during the staae year, the evaluation should be reviewed and additional
checks added if appropriate. Previous checks which no longer seem valid
shoxild be circled. The arrangement in this section provides for a correla-
tion between the group of problems presented (Sections A, P, C, D, E, end
F) and the evaluation at closing (Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). It does not
provide for a correlation between tiie specific problem in each section and
the evaluation at closing.
In checking the evaluation at closing, the problems checked on the
lefthand side of the card should be reviewed. If, for example, there are
problems checked in the Economic Section (A), it should be decided by the
caseworker whether in general the economic problems have been modified or
unmodified. If unmodified, either items 5, 4, or 5 should be checked, or
two of them, or all three, in Column A. All five evaluation items can be
checked for the same family for different groups of problems, if applicable.
Also, all six problem categories may be checked under the same evaluation
criterion; for example, there may be a modification from agency standpoint
(item No. 1) in all six problems. However, the same column (for example,
A) should not be checked for evaluation items 5, 4, or 5 if Column A has
been checked for either 1 or 2, and vice versa. In other words, the same
problem should not be checked both as modified and unmodified for the same
family. A decision must be made by the caseworker as to whether, on the
whole, there has or has not been modification of each major problem.
"^his section on evaluation does not tttempt to offer objective criteria
of evaluation, "^uch criteria may be developed within the agency for its own
guidance.
i
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC lAHON OF AMERICA
122 EAST 22d STREET, NBT YOFK 10, N. Y
DECEMBER 1947
Price, 15^
F.S.A.A. STATISTICAL CARD
Form 1
EXPLANATION OF USE AND EEFINITION OF TEaiS
PURPOSE OF CARD
The principal purpose of the revised statistical card is to provide
agencies with statistical infonnation about the nature of the problems in
relation to which casework service is given end a measure of the effective-
ness of the service* This information is seen as essential for interpreting
the work of the agency to the community. It is also regarded as useful within
the agency in analyzing program and in providing clues for further analysis
or research.
In developing the card, consideration was given to the need both of
individual agencies and of the family service field as a whole for interpre-
tative material on content of case load. An attempt was made to evolve a
card which will find widespread use among Member Agencies so that data secured
through the card can be compared from agency to agency end can be compiled
nationally by this Associstion. ’.Kith this objective in view the card was
restricted to minimum basic data which it was believed every agency would
consider important to tabulate on an annual basis.
DEVELOPMENT OF CARD
The Statistical Card was last revised in 1940 after prolonged deliberation,
experiments tion, and consultation with Member Agencies. Out of six years of

experience with that card and with variations on it developed by individual
agencies grew numerous suggestions for change in itf which eventuated in the
appointment in December 1946 of a Sub-Comai ttee of the F>S*A«A* Committee on
Statistics "to determine the kinds of information about problems presented by
clients and services given by agencies, which is needed for internal agency use
and interpretation of program, and to consider the methods by which this can best
be obtained." The membership of the Sub-Comnittee included agency executives,
supervisors, caseworkers end staff members with primary responsibility for statis-
tics and research. This group reviewed agency experience with Statistical Card
lA and with similar foras used locally, evolved a series of modifications of
this form which wore tried out in agencies represented on the Sub-Conmittee, and
in the sumr.er of 1947 issued a tentative card for experimental use by selected
agencies. On tne basis of this experimentation, further changes were made and
Form 1 adopted by F.S.A.A. with revisions suggested by the Committee on Statistics,
for use beginning January 1, 1948.
The purpose of the card, as stated above, was formulated early in the dis-
cussions of the Sub-Connittee . Agency suggestions had to bo evaluated in the
light of this objective. It was recognised that individual agencies might have
valid use for statistical data not furnished by the Statistical Card, but it was
also recogniied that no one card could conceivably include all of the manifold
varieties of data needed by particular agencies or in particular localities. Some
I
agencies may choose to add one or two items to the F.S.A.A. card. Others may
decide to supplement the official card with another form of local interest or of
interest for a limited period of time. Still others may print their own statis-
tical cards, but, if this is the case, it is hoped that such cards will incorporate
the data on the official fonn so that these agencies will be in a position to
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3supply data comparable with that compiled by agencies using the F*S.A*A*
Statistical Card.
GENERAL CONTENT OF CARD
The face of the card furnishes in addition to identifying information,
certain social data which are appropriate for annual tabulation and for analysis
in relation to data recorded on the reverse side of the card. It also supplies
information on source of application, classification at closing, v.nether or not
financial assistance is received, and similar data relevant to the purpose of
the card.
The reverse side of the card includes three types of information. The
first section provides for checking against a limited number of general group-
ings the problems in the case to which individual consideration is given by
the caseworker . This does not, therefore, show ell of the possible, social and
psychological problems found in a family or a person, but only those to which
casework consideration is given.
Casework is defined as individualised consicera tion or treatment of a
problem by a caseworker. Since only those problems are chocked to which case-
work consideration is given, this will reflect casew'ork service in relation to
the problems noted end not merely incidence of presenting problems. A separste
section for checking services is therefore not included on the card.
The second section on the back of the card calls for a listing of specific
lacks or inadequacies in conmunity resources which interfered with service.
Thiis section is not entirely in accord with tiie purpose of the card, and is
included somewhat experimentally. The data are not seen as of value for
national tabulation but it is believed that they may constitute valuable evidence
for the individual agency in interpreting to the community the gaps in resources.
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Th© final section provides for en evcduation at closing of whether or not
the casework service enabled the family or individual to handle his situation
better. The very general nature of the terms of evaluetion reflect the need for
a more precise method of measuring casework results. It is hoped that current
research on measurement in casework will make possible a refinement of this section
in a few years’ time.
USE OF CARD
For Cases of Service for Clients
The card is designed for use v;ith all Cases of Service for Clients, including
those closed with no client interview or only one client interview. This is a
considerable departure from previous practice which restricted use of the Statis-
ticel Card to "continued service cases" and later to those closed after tv/o or
more client interviews. In view of the fact that the very brief contact cases
closed with less than two client interviews constitute over half of far.iily agency
case loads, it is most important that these cases should not be omitted from
agency statistics. Furthermore, current interest in analysing the nature of the
short contact cases would seem to render imperative the collection of such data.
In those agencies which find the cost of preparing an individual statistical
card on each of the cases closed with less than two client interviews dispropor-
tionate to the value of the statistical information secured, it is suggested that
a mimeographed sheet reproducing the material on the back of the card be attached
to the application form. This device will obviate the necessity of copying the
social data on the face of the Statistical Card. (The Association w ill be glad
to advise on this and similar procedures for collecting the date on short oc ntact
cases
.
)
Use for Cne Year Only
The Statistical Card is designed for use for one year only. It is made out
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at the beginning of the fiscal year (or statistical year, if this is different)
for every case carried over from the previous year, and at time of opening for
each case opened during the year. The same card is used if a case is closed
and reopened within the year, or if a case is transferred from one district to
another in a districted agency, /t the end of the year now cards need to be made
for all cases carried forward to the next year.
Filing of Cards
The Statistical Cards on open oases may be kept in a box or visible file
easily accessible to the cesev/oiicer' s desk, nhen a case is closed, the card
is removed from the open file and placed in a closed file. If the case is
reopened during the same year, the card is returned to the open file.
It is not recommended that the Statistical Cards be used as the current
index file to the open cases of the agency since they provide for use for one
year only and should at all times be readily accessible to the caseworkers end
the person drawing off the statistical data.
Recording of Data on the Face of the Card
The identifying and social date on the face of the card, end the status
for fiscal year are recorded at the time of opening or as of January 1st for
carried over oases. While this information should be kept up to date on the
face sheet of the record, it is not necessary to do so on the Statistical Card.
At closing the classification is entered together with checks to indicate
whether or not financial assistance was received from the agency and/or frt)m a
public assistance agency at any time during the year, end whether or not fees
were paid for casework service.
In agencies offering child placement service the section for child placement
will be checked monthly. (See p. 10).
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Checking of Problema Given Individual Consl deration
The problems given individual consideration by the caseworker need be checked
only when the case is closed, or at the end of the year for oases carried over to
the next year. If a case is open continuously for more than two months, it is
suggested that Section I be checked more frequently to insure that no problems will
be omitted in checking at closing or at the end of the year.
For cases carried over from the previous year, only those. problems considered
during the current year should be checked.
All problems considered during the year should be checked. The card does not
contemplate the checking of only the major or predominant problem. If an agency
wishes to indicate this, a double check may be used for the purpose. Similarly if
certain agencies wish to record the individual member of the family to vhom a par-
ticular problem relates, this can be accomplished by entering the appropriate number
as given on the face of the card for each member of the household,
ftecording Specific Lacks or Inadequacies in Community Resources
These should be listed at closing or at the end of the year for cases carried
over to the next year. (See p,12).
Checking Evaluation at Closing
The evaluation at closing is checked when the case is closed for the first
time during the current year. If the case is reopened and closed again during the
same year, the evaluation should be reviewed. If the evaluation at this point is
aifferent, the previous check should be circled and the appropriate category
checke d

Back of Card
!• Problems Given Individual Consideration by Caseworker
Individual considers tlon i Includes problems explored by the worker as well
as those treated.
Fiscal year : Statistical year may be substituted. For oases carried over
/‘rom previous year, check only problems considered during the present year;
for intake curing present year, check only problems considered since latest
opening.
1. Family Relationships ;
a. Marital Difficulty : Conflict or maladjustment between husband and
wife recognizeci by one or both as disturbing, growing out of environ-
mental pressures and/or fundamental attitudes which may have their
origin in differences in emotional, intellectual or educational equip-
ment or experience. This should be checked in cases where separation,
desertion
,
or divorce is in the picture if relationships between
husband and wife are still an issue.
b. Difficulty in Parent-Child Be la tionships i Conflict or maladjustment
between parents or step-parents anf^. minor children (under 21 years
of ago) arising from different or competing emotionel needs, from
differences in point of view of the two generations, or from economic
pressures. Include any unhoaltliy parent-child relationships, such as
over-protection and over-dependency. Chock neglect of children here.
c. Problems of Unmarried Parenthood t This has reference to problems
arising during pregnancy end confinement, and during the period of
readjustment following birth of the child. Note that difficulties
of unmarried fathers may be checked hero as well as those of un-
married mothers.
d. Othen Conflict or maladjustment in relationships between adults and
tbei r parents, with siblings, parent substitutes or other relatives.
Agencies offering child pleoomont service may wish to add "Difficulty
with parent substitutes" at the end of the list of probloias so that
this will be checked regularly wherevor applicable.
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2. Individual Personality Ad jus tment i Personal difficulties of neurotic
origin sliouid be cheoiced here, as well es emotional instability or
immaturity which manifests itself on a fairly consistent basis in
inability to make the usual social adjustments, and inner conflicts
which constitute a problem disturbing to the individual.
3. Planning for Substitute Care of Children ! Problems arising around
need for substitute parental care, suo^ as foster homo or institutional
placement, day care, homemaker service, etc. This would include lack
of knowledge of resources, inability to use resources as well as need
for such resources.
4. 0 Id Age t Problems arising out of the advanced age of the client.
While '’old age" is not specif loaily defined in terms of yoars^ it is
expected that this category will usually be checked only for persons
over 60 years of age end then only if age is a factor in the client’s
difficulty. This category will be checked particuleriy for the person
who is experiencing difficulty in adjusting to the diminution of
activity incident to advanced age. If an elderly person presents
problems such as illness, housing, difficulty in family relationships,
the appropriate categories should be checked*
5. physical Illness or Handicep i Illness, handicap, or physical condition
that constitutes a present problem. It should be borne in mind that
this category will sometimes be checked even though the disorder may
not, from a medical point of view, bo currently present j e.g., exposure
of another member by an infected member might oocasion continued activ-
ity as a preventive measure. Likewise convalescent care or other
activity might be needed follo'Adng checking of the disease es such.
6. Mental Illness i Psychoses or pre-psychotic trends manifested by
abandonment ot reality, loss of ego control and flight into fantasy.
Include mental disorder resulting from epilepsy, post-encephalitic
conditions, etc. Check as "Diagnosed" only on diagnosis of psychia-
trist.
7. Intellectual Retardationi Check "Diagnosed" only if clinical tests
by psychiatrist or psychologist establish a diagnosis of mental
deficiency and if this is a problem given individual consideration by
the caseworker. Chock "Suspected" in cases of probable mental
deficiency or borderline intelligence if this is a problem considered
by the caseworker.
8. Economic t Problems having to do with earning a living and supporting
self* and dependents. Include suoh problems as insufficient income;
difficulty in management of income; debts; need of financial assistonce.
9. Ehiploymenti Chock only for unemployment or underemployment.
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10. Educational and Vocetional Adjustment ! Includes such problems as
lack of Icnowledge -TT vocational aptitudes or of training facilities;
need for special education or retraining; unemployability because of
lack of training, physical handicap, attitude tovrard work; dissatisfac-
tion with school or work situntion.
11. Recreation: Self-explanatory.
12. Housing ; Inability to obtain housing; bad housing - construction
broken down and dilapidated, lack of decent toilet facilities,
plumbing perennially out of repair, etc.; over-crowding that con-
stitutes a hazard to health, decency and family relationships.
13. Other (soecify); Individual agencies -nay wish to use this section
757" particular problems of local interest which are not covered
adequately or with sufficient specificity by the above headings.
II. Specific Lacks or Inadequacies in Community Rescurces which Interfered with
Service to Family or Individual
This section provides for listing the specific lack or inadequacy of
resources that interfered with the agency's providing most effective
service to the family or individual; e.g., institutional care for Negro
children, chronic nursing facilities for the aged, camp for diabetic
children, day nursery care, etc.
III. Evaluation at Closing
This refers to the family or individual’s ability to handle his situation.
No attempt is made to relate evaluation to particular problems checked in
Section I. If casework service has been helpful with respect to any of
the problems indicated, item i should be checked under Evaluation. Sim-
ilarly if the worker made an appropriate referral, item 1 should be checked.
Factors which may be considered in determining whether the service has been
helpful are improvement in the client's understanding, in his disabling
conditions or habits, his adaptability or his environmental circumstances.
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